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MEMORANDUM

April 5, 1962

To:

Members cf the Staff Advisory Qomrnittee

.From:

.M orris Fine

You will be .interested in the
that· were delivered at
Conf'erence of the

a~tached

two papers

th~ East~rn R~gional

Association of Jewish Community

Relations Workers in Dearborn, Michigan in
February.

:Attachments (2)

WHAT IS KNOWN FROM RESEARCH ON THE NATURE AND EXTENT

OF AMERICAN Alfi'I-SEMITISM*
It is cel'tain that most Jews hold very firm convictions about
how much anti-Semitic. prejudice and discrimination there are in the
Un~~ed

States today; how the pre·s ent rates compare with past years;

and. what are
the prospects for the future.
.
.

It is equally certain,

' ~

'

. ..

ho\'fever, that these convic.ti~ns . vary greatly, so that it is· variously C}ontended that there is veey

i1·.~tle

there is 1puch ~ess today than before
and that it will get better in the
.

OL11

or a great deal; that

~bo~t

futu:.~e

the same or much more;
g~t

or
.

-

worse.

.Jews also disagree on second-level Jµdgments
about
the impli.
.
. ::
'

. ca~ions.

·

abou~

of the presumed facts. ·Even among thqse who seem to agree

how much anti-Semitic. prejudice there . is,. there is disagree-

;ment as to whether this is more or less ttan one .shou+d expect from
the societY: .as it is today; ·and as to whether it. is something to be
.. . .

actively . ~oncerned
about.
.
'

.Even where there is agreement on these iesues, we find
· disagre~ment

next c;m the issues ' a·s to what should be done about the

an~1-Sem1t1sm, who

sbou:ld do it, and .with what sense of urgency.

We need only point ·t6 'the .different progra~~ ~r the three
. . tpajor. Jewisl') defense organiza.t ions to ind+cat.e the _implementation in
action programs of ail the diversities we . hav~. Just specified.
'

.

. . .

Doubtless each of us here· has his favorite version of the
situation and an equally favored explanation of why others disagree
with us and what this indicates about them.

Since almost all these

* .A paper delivered by Melvin M. Tumin at the 1962 Mid-Winter
Conference of the Association of Jewish Community Relations Workers
on F~bruary ll, 1962.

.....

-2. t~eorie..s. speak - inv~_diously of th.e opposition, and s _
i nce they are all
~o

wel.1 kno~, . ~here ·is ·1.ittle p_oint in reciting them. ·Yet a know-

'

_ie~e of the range of theories helps us al.s o ideiitify . nume~ous

_types of .Jewish approaches to .-Jewishness and tbc ·state ·of. Jewish

'+rl .this light, such

affairs in the ynited States_.

knowle~e

.is

valuable.
Moreover, one must at least ~.er.iously enter.tain the hypothesis
sign,.fican~

that
. there w11·1 be found some
.

~.

own kind of .Jewish
of the amount and

;r

the other.

1dentif1cat1o~,

~gerousness

.correl.ation .between -one's

on the one .hand, and one's sense

of anti-Semitism 'in the so.c iety on

do not mean to imp;ty anything as sinlple minded a13 a
\

I

unilinear and pos~:tive correla~ion between degr~e of orthodoxy and
s~nsitivi~y :~o

degree of

anti-SemJtism..

betting on very .much the :wrong
religious Jews will _b e more
versa.

The

hy.pothe~is

sensi·~i-ve

variables which we

lt would, .I :think, be

wou~d

to -hold t-hat the more

.t o ant1,..Sern:L·t ism, and vice
µse to define -0ne 1 s Jewish

identification
would. have
to
be far .m ore subtle than simple nominal
..
.
.~

'

classification into orthodox,
There

1~

sure

~o

conservativ~,

be significant

-v~r1at1on

refo~

and non-believer.

in sensitlvity to anti-

semitism w1th1n each pt these groups; perhaps as much within as
bet~een 9r among ~he groups so qefined.
fin~ tha~

among

there will be

per.s~~s

do mean to

wpo

imp~y

So, too, one 1$ likely to

significan~ variat~on~

a~e ~qually seps~tive

that one·' s own

a~titude

in policy orientation

about. anti-Semitism.

But I

toward himself as a Jew is

probably significantly reflected in pis Qonception or What Jewishness·
should mean and constitute, and in his
attitudes and behavior. of. the
other ,Jews.

d~gree

n~n-J.ewish

I hope we can f·ind

o~~

of awareness of the

world relative ··t o him and

someth1J?g more. about these

-3than we krtow when the Un1vers1t~ c;>f California.

relationships

group does· .... · its
forthcoming survey ·or Jewish as well as non .. Jewish
.
opinion.

If life were only. as ;complicated as we have just indicated,

we

would be .relatively · fortunate.

more perplexing complications. ·
in front of us.

But in fact there are deeper and

Foi;-

we have the definitional problem

That is to say, unless we are agreed as to what we

will define as a.Qt1-Semit1sm and how we will ident.l fy
~o

it will not

it~

presence,

us very much good· to coriduct poll.s and surveys.

we

Still another complexi~y arises' when

take into accountthe non: . .. .
.

-

. jeWS I $Ubje_~t1Ve estimates . Of the situation, that is, hOW much
..

~

:.

anti-Semitic prejudice
and- d1scrliriination
the .non-Jews. think there
.
.
.
is, how dangerous they-.think it is', what they think should be done,
how it shQulq

It can

b~

~~

.done, and

so

on.

seen that we are dealing with a very

co~plex .matter.,

structuraliy analagous to any situation of intergroup

r~lations·

·in

·-

which dissonant.. ?ind diverging views or behavior and its _implications
--

-

are natural_ly characteristic of both or sever:al. parties in .the .· ·relat1onship.

If. the

quest1ons- ·conc·er~1n~ a:n~1~Negro pr~Judice ·and

d1scr1rn1nation seem more·. ea~ily· taken ·f or granted. and
difficult
. . less
.
to establish, 1.t 18 primarily :·because · Negroes
identify than

~ews;

there are

m6re 'agreed

se~m

m9re. easy to

UPO!l public instruments

for the identif ica~ion of the occurrence of discrimination; and
there is more general agreement

on the · proper public_ p.011.c y .with ·

regard t!o such
discri:m1nation.·
But much of the ant1-Se.m 1t.1sm one·
.
' .. . '

encounters occurs in those areas

oi human

pr.1 vate clubs--where public policy

is

relat1onships--f.Qr instance,

very moot indeed (the Cosmos

-4Club to the contrary notwithstanding) and where the actual disabilities visited· up.on ..~h~ ...Jews
by
ant1-Semlt1c d1sr1m1nat1on are not
.
. ..
always the .. k1ndt}1~t. can
~voke
~orai ·:Lndigriation and hi~ sympathy
..
.
rights·~

about d.'epr1vat1on·. .Of . fundamental
. .
.

areas where one .set·of

..
. .
would charge

~ew~

segme~t of Jewry ~ould deny it,

if .riot

. More than that, in many
ant1~semitisrn,

another

indeed argue that the activit~

Witnes·s · for example tl:le pr~bably

1.n question was pro:-Semitic .

different' attitudes. of .successful vs unsuccessful. cand'
i. dates
.
.
.. for·
'

admission to any Iyy. J;,~ag\le college · toward · a ·quota systel!I, which is
:

some1!1rnes °defended. as

b,e~ng

..

in the· ·best interests .o r. Je.w s.
..

Even

those ·o r us..:.-as I take it rnqst or ·a ll "of us here . a:re-.-~o are
.

.
would . conce1v~bly, under
. : .
.

against numeru·e . clausus, . on . principle,
.
~

some

·specified ~1X:-CUII)~tances, co~s1de.r -ser1ohsly the strat~gic . value

....

:

of

...

the · siow and. paJ:!t.1~1 1ntroduct.i on of Jews·-'into . new. c;reas of social
.

..

~

.

..

intercourse., as again~t . t _h e p~ssiblE!° ..impact ·or a sudden i~un<:la.tion •
..

..

We would feel que_a sy
and uneasy about it· all:.,.-but we woUld be
.
..
sociologicaJ:ly immatµre .no.t to -:~orisicie~· at ·1east whether the temporarsuspension of a ~era~ princip°le might . not,, under conditions

or

satisfactory cont?_'?~. ove~. future events, lead tp a . f _irmer and more
rapid 1mplernen~at1oz::i of. the totai prin·ciple than what wo~ld be
secured if .·there...11{~re ~ m:1iitant insistence on all pr none. _immediatel~
Wheheve~, for -fnsta.pce , we view .with :perplexity the fact t~a~.

a

neighborhood or sub~b
is
rapidly . becoming another upper middle class
.
.
exclusively .J.e wlsh are.a , we are expressing., 1m_pl·ic1tl;v. at least~ our
belief that· some

fo~

of

q~ot~ .. of . J~ws and.Ge11tile_s

might . be more

conducive to better Jew~Gent1le
relationships fqr. . the
community
.
.
. total
.
.
. .; :~ :_: .

than the-.

observ~d tend.~ncy

toward dual ·oomml.in;1.ty

st~c:tures.

-5'·

While all of this is sl.trely ·old hat to -all or· you· her·e·; I
think it is valuable .every onc·e in a while to talce -s tock o~. the
actual conduct
. of
·. ·.

.our

own

are partic1_pat1ng in ·the

affairs- ·t o see the exten~ to whibh we

vecy

trends W.hich ~e elsewhere and other-

wise ob~.erv~ and comment about·.

In so doing, w~ -also get a fuller

ot how crJmplex these matters

app_recia~i.on

~re,

_and we more adequatel:

identify the - areas . of interaction between Jews .'a nd non-Jews in
which que~tions of anti-Semitlsm are beg1nn:l,pg mc::ist_ frequently to
occur.

I. do not mean. _to imply that the struggle agalnst anti.:

Semitism is now all .at -the level of .appointing deans and chairmen
at Ivy League collegesr that would be as much of a curse- ·a s any

.

.

conceiv~ble. ~l-~s~iz)g

I .d o n:>-~an to !Sugge.st~ : however,

it might · imply.

that be~aus~: C?,f the alteration in. the s.oc~al and e_conom1c- position
of Jews in the United ·states,

\.ie are w1tne_ss1ng a -sh;t.ft· ·1n th.e

battlegrOU!ld.'. for equal rights; SUCh that ~he uppe~ middle class
..
. ,.
.
. occupati<;>ns and s_ites of residence
at one an<i . the same time the

are

loci of the best _adjustment
..

.

•

sit~ations

!

of

of

jews with Gent-1 les and ·Of the worst
•

-

'•

.

• •

.

•

•

discrimination· agalnst Jews .- One
.

~·

'

~an

'

therefore ·with

-.

justice p~:j,.nt to s~ch evidence as the ~umber of. Jews who are 'prominent in th~ u_p_pe.r -reaches· of t :rade; finance, 1earn_ing, the

a:rts and

governmer:it;
ang
a:t the. same . time'.' ~ne must recognize . that the" major
.
.
..
~

ranges of d1scr1rn_1nat1on .wili be ·'.round in ~hese very same upper
reaches, no matter how. mor·e ge·nerally widespread the prejudicE;?
'

against Jews may be.

Jews have

..

~;

.

knocked

on many of the heretofore

closed doors of Gentile society in the United States and have found
them open or forced ·them open .

But many of the - doors still obviously

remain somewhat or totally locked to

Je~s.

-6situa~ion

This

leads to two possible, quite contrasting

one, t _h at ~ews are today better off than they ever have

judgniehts:

been. in American soc:.t0ty:--w1.t ness the prominence of Jews :i:n

,pos~tions~ but, two, ·judg:ing by ·the qualifications of Je~ui

important·

a.17d the+r suitab*lity for the .positions, ·· and by the number who get
tur ne{i away on one ground . or
.

.

~~other,· there · 1s

rnore · a.nt1;..sernitism

than . one mi_g ht think, and p~rhaps· . even ther~ ·1~ . more anti-Semitism
today ~elative to modern circumstances than there ·w as fifty .years
.

.

-or

ag9 +elat1ve to circumstances at those times.

_t.60 much;

w~~hout s~~ng that any anti-Semitism . is

make
·~

that _for granted and see if' we can

·.

..

course,. it goes
but

let's take·

. .

sen"s 'e out of the· trends

over time.

~ifty and seventy-five years ago, the" rila:.1n · rationales :otr.e red

for anti-Semitism concerned the unsuitability of Jews,

by

d~corum,

in ·the

language, skills, and the ·like; for positions

ican .community.

said that

It w~s frequently

American thfD anti-Semitism would vanish.

dress,
Amer-

if Jews would become

Iil .fact, of oours·e,

many Jews have b~lieve·d this and have for these and other · perhaps
. ·: .

~ :

more pressing

.
~easoris
become so. American that it . is impossible in
.

m~ oases to tell a Jew from a nor1-Jew without a

. programbetter
not rely
on names
...
.
.. .
·.

program, . and that

~i~ne, . b~t had better· "contain

info_rmation ~bout · the confessed. identity .:of the player·s·. , Jews and
. .

... r:: .

Gentiles look alike, dress alike, eat alike~ live in the same kinds

of. houses, drive the ·same kinds

of

oar~, send their

. same kinds of schools, talk the same. 1angµ8.ge.

-. c.hildren to· the

One is· reminded of
(

the
stocy of the time .that .a very promin.e nt Jew was being introduced
·.'

;

.

' -

.at a mass rally at Madison Square Garden to

an

all Jewish· ·audience,

..

and the introducer said, finally, ''And I now give you this man who ie

-7-·
not only a great Jew but a great American. 11

A Yiddish-speaking

woman ·askecl'h.e r: bii.1n~ual husband what · the speal~er

had · said.~

he translated, ·with . ~ - ~ertain acerbity and 1·n sight,

to the effect

that

that ·the

the "m~n- ~h~d'·s~id

and

guest ·o r ho-n or was not only a great

Jew but ari eve~ greater Goy.
The gre~t assim1i~tion · or Jews that has taken place should have

mat~hing
disappearance of virtually all ·tr~~~~ · oi: ' ~nti-s~mitism. But some.
.
. .
.
tning very different indeed .seems to have transpired. Judging by

been accom,p anieci, if

pre~ious theories were.' rlght~ by

both _polls or' opinion 'and-- surveys
there seems

to

of

a

actual institutional practices,

'be' les's anti-s~mitis~, both prejudicial and discri~..:

inatory, than ' there was

rirty

or seventy~five years ago, but not

..

that much less~-and our information is adrilittedly woefully weak~-

to permit any comfort

br

se~urity to be de~ived from th~ situation.

Or, put 1n other terms, there has been much less

dim4!N.~1on ·.

·

of anti-Semitism than one would have expected if, .in fact; it was the
11

non-American" qua~ity of the · ~·arlier Jews that . inspired anti- ·

Semitism.

What orie finds today is .that Jews '.are condemned for the

possession of ta~ very same thlngs--.sk:i.lis ·and abilities and posit.1.onE
arid

manners- : whose absence f~om . their midst fifty ·and severity-five

years ago was offered as t;he reasons .for anti-Semitism.

Jews are

now too clever, too. skliled, too 'powerful, 'too ed~ated, too smooth,
too deceptive.

.- . .·.
.
In s.hort~ the · content or· the·

'

stereotypes has changed,

indeed almost reversed itself, · but the anti-Semitism 'lingers on.
This suggests forcefully beyond denial

anti-Semitism than can

be~ explained

di.f ferences and strang1 iiess.

that

there

is much

more to

by any theory of observed
..

.

Anti-Semites continue· to believe that

the Jews are different and strange even though by every rational

-8token or similarity there is no factual basis
The evident irrational character

or

fo~

their beliefs.

anti-Semitism and its

~ura

b111ty in the race of contradictory cognitive information must
surely give us cons·iderable pause and caution every time we start
feeling rather blandly assured about the course of affairs for
Jews in the United States.
in the same line of reasoning, I am seriously disturbed by the
finding·S Of a survey Of opinion among four thousand high School
youth, 2000 1,n secular schools and 2000 1n Catholic parochial
schools, which show--assum1ng tpe data are reliable and val.id--that
the percentage· of high school students today who feel and express
distance and alienation from Jews is Just about the same as the
percentag~

among the adult population -who express

.and beliefs.

the~e

One would hardly have expected this.

feelings

For we cannot

say, ·1 1ke father, like son, since, in so many cases, it is just as
true, like father, unlike son.

It may be, however, that in toe

realm of . ethnic group attitudes consonance between
to be expected.

generatio~s

is

The youth may be the victims of the same kinds of

status anxieties. as their parents; indeed, they may be acting out
their parents' anti-Semitic feelings and beliefs in addition to
their own,

o~

even in the absenee of any deep convictions of their

own.
One would scarcely have expected this,

h~wever,

in view of the

events of the past two decades during which the high school students
have been born and raised.

We did, af'ter all, have the Nazi period

with all its possible· educational value; we have had the emergence
of Israel with all its positive implications for favorable images of
the Jew; we have had a whole generation of parents and teachers

.

-9-

~·

.· .

exposed ·to substant·ially new trends ..fn ,Publ_ic .opinion, to new
· ·cognitive mate.r ials on i~tergroup. .rel.a tiqns; . and we are now a·t a
.

.

. time: wherf:{ ..there' is litt.l e public sanction
for.
the open expression
.. . .
. .
~

.·.t.

.L

·.'

•

·, • •

I

One would have thcrugh~
· .... . .th~t collectively these

,,of:' anti"'"Semitism .

. .forces might' h~:.J.e' made a substan~ial dlf.fe~ence in the attitudes of
younger ·versus ·older people today.
· ..c.ase.

..But
.. . ...

-

that
seems
not to be the
.
.
..
'

This suggests that however
eff'ecti,ve
.the
..,._, . .. .
. .
. ,work of. defehse" and

educati'-onal agencie~· may ha~e be~n. ov.e r. the last. ·t wo decades·, .' therte
•

•

o

o

•

;

•

•

I•

p

•

have ' beer( and there .remain substantial
and
social psychologica
. . .
. .s ocial
.
.
forces at .-~ork
-JJhfch .keep generating tbe. anti-Semitism
revealed in
.
:.
.
·. polls and ··surveys.· · We must, of course,
wonder,.
and ·seriously so,
.
.• . .
. .
.

'

as to whether there might not be muc~ mo~e. such ant1•Sem1t1c sentimerit and discrimination if the work and
effects·of
defense ·and
..
. .. .. ...
educational agencies were not present·
as.
. .·
. a .,countervailing· force •
I do believe~-~ithout much evidence to ba9~.~e up here-~that such
· democratic ag~ncies· tocia.Y serve primarily . tq keep anti-Semitism at ·
the .present ·level, · a level which I think might ~ell rise very· shar.i>l;y
'

'

· if· it were n·ot for the countervailing 1nflµen.c es.
.

.

'

As a :mintmum',-. the

work of the .. agencies ·has served . to . publicize . and. reinforce the ·genera:
.

'

cultural sanc·tion against ope:n expre~s1on of .a nti-semitism;· and we
must not ·u nderestimate ·the value of limiting the number

0f
1

open

messages of this kind.
A third f 1nd1ng which helps bind the first two together: is to
the effect thqt as much anti-Semitic prejudice .tends to be expressed
by people wo have had little or no co~tact with Jews as by ·those who

have had some·

or extens ive contact.

This is not .~he case ·Of ·ignor-

ance resulting in prejudice . · Rather, we have here evidence that

-10-

there exists 1n the culture a widespread bank or fund or ant.iSemitic stereotypes-,..part of .·America' s -·heritage or 1.ega6~--on which
..

persons
.

any. and ·all ..
-

..

.

- •. . .

.. :

.·.... .

. ·.·

.

.

(..

can an<:i Qf~en: do draw, along w~th all the other
.--·. ·-.. .. .. ..

.'

'

'

basic ide'a s and . images. of'
. ·and pl'aces "and ev~nts that. cons ti·. p~ople
.. .
.

t~te the ·mental· inheritance of . .the society~ · The result

'

has

been

. for.m ulated in" the phrase .t pat 9ne doesn rt need J ,ews in or<fer to have
.
. .
an~1-Sem1tfsm, one only needs anti-Semites. But it woul9. be more
\

c~rrect "to say, one .d~esn'
t. neect Jews or anti-Semites. ~o have anti.
.

This
f'1hding
. . .

Semitism, one only needs to _h?-Ve:· ideas ab6Ut Jews.
. ·.. -··.

_suggests that perhaps many of the high s'chool students who .express·
distance or alienation from . Jews. are . simply expr-essin~ ~earned,
emotionally-very-low-toned att.1ttides ·and· images

abc:>~~

which tt'ley do

. . .

conviq~ions
.
.

not have very strong

or deep emotional needs..•. . The ideas

they express c'onstitute p~rt _and -.parcel·' ·bf' what. their parents say or
believe and thes.e ·;then becon:ie ,wt,iat they themcieives repeat ..under the
apprQpriate stimuli.

Without
.

.

cor~ective

cognitive, non-emotional anti-.S emi.tism
•

contact with J~ws alone.

• •

~et

•

'

materials

is ·not

thi~

primarily

easily altered by
•

• •

•

!

we may ·not ignore the finding--general

throughout.- intergroup relati911s,. materiais-~that non-competitive
.
.
.
contact .and assoqiation on an equal status level is conducive to good
.

.

relations •. · W? probably cannot

es.~abl!sh

any large scale pol.i cy on

.
th~

.

.

basis of su·ch a finding-! . but . 1t· does -alert us to. the c_ond:l,.tions

under which other .kinds of contacts ..are not likely'" to be ef~ective
in reducing anti-Semitic
If thus

far

prejudic~~

we have focused .primarily on

pr,~judice,

1. e., the

beliefs and images and feelings, _ with l .it.t le att-e nt1on to the actions
called discrimination·, it is partly because the .· ~~idence on prejudice·

-11-

is much more ample and clearer.
1nation is

mo~e

That is, the pi·c ture of d1sc1"1m-

mixed, varied and ambiguous than is the picture of

prejudice •. .
The major . Jewish defens'e organizations are of course constantly
adequat~

at work on the problem of securing an

inventory of discrim-

inatory practices.

I am· :mos{ familiar w1~h th~ work of the Anti-

Defamation .Leagu.e ~

On the bas.is · of such m~terials as are reported

in its publication, Barriers; a:nd 1ts: reg1onal
surveys
. .
. .

.

of. discrim-

ination in employment agencies ·and in a: variety of indus tries, ·such
as banking and insurance, . one . can say with some confidence tha.'t
anti-Semitic practices are sufficiently

~!despread

in the few samples .

of Americ.an. society so far ·s tud.l ed · to j.us..t·ify, at least from 'my point .
of view and m.~ degree of sens.1 tivfe1es, . much . more intensive investi-

gation and the readiness for much more concerted and widespread
actio~ •

.

·Since there seem
kind of juggment, I

to

wa~t

be

·so

many. suqJec..t..
ive elements · in this

to try to advance some

wider agreement might be secured.
the · attit~de

of· affairs

regarding the fut\ire

J~~t1f1es.
... .

things _getting better?

The

that . om~~

May one relax?

If one asks ·.for

perhaps the . closest analogue ·that

ba~ic

com~s

·o n· whl·c b ·

gro~ds

pr.o blem here concerns

thinks the present . state

Is there. more security?
:·, ·... . '

~n

.

Are

h+storical precedent,

to mind is that of pre-

H.itler Germany, where ·t he ·a ssimila·t ion . of the. Jew~. had p~oceeded ·
to such an ample degree that in ·some . cities intermarriages had
achie.v ed. an all-time ·high in European Jewish history.

As here today,
'

-

so there then, Jews were .i n.. pro10Uient places and positions of power

and influence.

And yet, within· a -rel~tively
. :··· . . ·:· •··:

..

~hort

period of time,

-12.· -

w·as converted, from ~ne nominally
favorable and ~ccommodating to Jews ·to one·'wh:t:ch p~xitib.:i.pated
relatively ~r(ma~se~ · tacitly if not · a · ct1vely~ ; in the exterminat,ion
or Jews· ~d. the destruction of jewish life throughout .Europe~· The

the non-Jewish German population

.

A.llies may

have' w~n

.I .

the ·wa.r· aSairist Germany, =but-. th·~ :Nazis won the
.... . .. ..
.

::·

If it is · argued that such things could not ha~pen here, the
person advan.clng-.
... .

tnat

argument, I think, ' needs:· t6 give reasons ·

·:- ·

·.

other. than the traditional ones referring to German patterns of
. .

..

.

'

;

.I

authoritarian"child rearing, worship .o r order .and auth6r1~~, etc.
We may· argue .to·· German nationa1 character alr we:: wishj "b~t· :we cannot
.

.

blink :· away the· ··ra'c t t ·h at charact.e r did not act ·itself.. out i~ the
form of

Naz.ism' until severe depression, severe· 1ntern·a 1.

strUe,

and

a sense of national bitte1'ness and a:fienation -had .:been capitalized,

upon

and formulated into a program, requiring .Jews "for scap~goatsJ

by aitler and his friends.

!f.

a high

degree :of. assimilat:t.drt and

apparent widespread feelings of am1ab11"1 ty can: quickly be a.l tered

under such circumstances to a· total ·"destructiveness, what is to .

prevent the same

t~~y s~em

to

bcci.il-ing. h'er.e ?::·.- Not· many ..people .:in the U.S.

from

~ar·e ·~leey· much about .·tne 'resurgence

Certa1.niy, "there

Europe.

is .l ittle ·e ffective

of: Nazism in.

activity from the

American aide to prevent or impede· such developments.

Few people,

not excepting the German youth; want to hear about Nazism.

Few .

people seem to have drawn from Nazism the same · lesson .that so many
Jews cannot avoid drawing.
•

..

,:; '

.

•

recent ·"rea~tion.s

And

•

l

to ·:the Eichmann

trial by Jew and non-Jew (in the' torm of a kind of
'

know~nothingness

.

combined with an exaggerated"legalism) are .. alao worrisome
,.-.

J>,~rtents.

-13On recent .polls' ·c.on_d,ucte~. .1ri

~t,1.e .U!lit~d . o!?t~te:s,

for · 1nstance,

31 per cent of the Amer..ican. people said they had no opinion as to
•

whether Eichmann was .or

w~s

,.

~· . ..

.

f

•

•

-

_..

•

'

•

t~ial_,

not .get1;fng. a . fair

and 7 per cent

Only 44· per
.-.cen:t . thoµght
.. that.
it. was
right
for
.Israel
.
.. . . . ..
.
..
..
.
.
to try ·hiin ·ra.ther.·than hand :him. . 10.'v.er
or to an
. t .o the . Germans
.
.
.. .
thought not.

'

'

/

.

1nternational c our·t .

Th~teen
per. cent.
had
not
heard
or
read
about
..
.
.
. .·
.
. .
·..
. ,. . .
'

the trial, and· another . lOper·
they.were·
not
.
. cent
. . said
.
. . . . .
. . interested.
Eighteen per cent· thought.

it .~as :a .~a4

tning .for . tQe world
to. be
..
reminded· ·or the -.horrors-:of. the. ·Nazi. coocent~at1on
~amps and 20
.
. ·.
.
.
.- .

'

.

'

per cent· had ·no opinion ·m:i. tpis • . . F~all~, of

.

.thos~

who said that

the Eichmann · trial had '.al te.r ed
.the1:r
. about . Germany,
nearly
. ..
.. '.. . feelings
. .
. . ..
:·
.
one-third .·said the ··trial · oad ,made the~ more ~ym~atheti~ toward
.'

.

' ~

'

.

.

Germany and the Germans ~ . . .
None of. these .. figure~ differs . ve~y
much
fronr
.
.· . . . .

~he
.

same questions put.to British and Swi$s pppu,lations .

reports
en
.. . . ..

N)e
.. .

If anything,

the Swiss population is· ·somewhat less tpustworthy on these matters
tnan the American, and the British s .omewhat more .
I know that you can read these statistics the other way, if

you wlsh, and point to the large· percentages who give positive and
favorable responses.

But no· one has

ever . ~onte~ded

peri.o ds of prosperity and relative well being we

that during

s~oul4

expect a

\

majority to be anti-.Semtti.c ._or .to: be ignorant._ I don't see how we
can fail to be concerned with the

pE;!rce~~age~,mino.rities

though they

be, who express ·negati:ve . sentiments ..of . one kind or another about
Jews.
Will

th~y

translate these
•.
.into·
. action
.. .; - - at the proper time?
.

~

they discriminate against Jews? .· D.o they: now?

Will

We do not know if they

.

. ..·
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..

now do--but~e: can -po'int to . some thin~s which seem to me to increase
the likelih_o qd . that thc>"se . who discriminate are probably most
heavily. .<;lr?-wn . fr.om the ranks of those who openly express prejudice
in response .to questionnaires.
It is my . contention ..that we cannot view attitudes as un1tarY.

No man's

toward . another pers(?n, much ..less · toward another

~ttitude

group, is ..~iform. an'd homogeneous.

It is composed of· different

dimension!=>.
or. c·omponents , : for one thing, and
also' varies with
-- .
.
:

circumstances.

I would distinguish,

1~

general, at least fo-µr,

t '

.

perhaps rive, . different components that go . into -any· attitude.
· There is, first, the image of what the person or .group is like,
usually _ ~ nature; there 18 ~ second, the image ·or -the "typical"

social behavior of the group members;
there
is, third, . the ·evalu.
.
ation. of the social relations presently
had with members o.f the
.
.
group; the:i:e. is, fourth, the range of hypothetical relations the
person

woul~

or would not be willing to.have; and there 'is, fifth,

the person's prediction as . to what he
.

thetical

'

cir~umstances

wou~d

do in various hypo-

where he found himself, w1lly-n11ly, in

relations91p to the individual .
Now, each of these components can, I think.;·. vary·· depending on
the c i rcumstance under which

it

is being ~xpressed.

There is the

..

inner heart of the individual; there is
intimates;

~here

wha~ ~e

says to his immediate

is. what he says to his friendly acquaintances when

he think.s eve:rrone· present· is like-minded; ~here . is what he says
in more

public _ c~rcumstances

when· he has no .reason to believe he is
.

'

being checked µp and identifiable; and .there
is what he says in a
.
;. ~

situation as public,.
face lnterview.

scrutinizin~·,

and identifying as a face-to-

-15What is his re~l . ~t~it~q.e?.

Is it his most privately expressed

image'?· :. Or his most. publicly
expressed
reaction to hypothetical ..
. . .
·.
•'.

social relations? _- _I supm1t it is impossible to ·-a ssign more reality
'

• '

r

or profundity to on~ _rath~r; than another.

I. s·ubmit each of -these·

specifies
a.' different,
equally valid, and i-eveallhg,.·. .
.
- . . probably
. .. .
'

component.

What : one says in anger to one·, s children

or" wife does'

not·- any ·more really refl,ect one• s real att1tucie toward ·ttiem ·than .'
when one -is overwhelmed ~1th . love for them.

If

this

reasoning is

adeqita.te, then 1~ f.ollows
that
public avotiais·
of · ·sentiment are.. ..
·.
.
'

probably -the best pr~di.cte;rs o.f what ·the indiv-idual w111 ·do ·1n ··
.

-

public, ·For, the" same
and forces which evoke -the public
. pressures
·.·
'

statement .are. li}:ce;Ly to

.

_evo~e a

.

.

I

matQhing public .a ction--assumihg, - _

of course, the co_n stancy of quali.t y and quantity of the- influences..
If this
say- that · the

hypothe~is
amoun.~.

is_ correct, then it is further correc·t to -

of _an.t _i-Semitic prejudice
-

to · questionnaires .is a
.

anti~Semitic

~xpr~ssed

1ri response

..

pr~tty

·or th·e amourit of
. . . good indication
:.
. '.· . ..
discrimination one could reasonably · expect. If,
.

.

.

however, the questionnaires are taken under conditions of anonymity,
then we should expect that
individuals
will discriminate less than is
.
.
p·r .e dictable from their expr.e ssed prejudice, espe'c'ially if they must

act out their di~crimination
in
public circumstances.
..
.
~

much of the pres.ent-day d~~c.riminat~on can

and does

But Since so

take place .

without personal
·identification,
I see no . grounds on which- to doubt
.
..
: . ..
'

~

that if .one-th1r.d . of the American adult public -Md about ··t he- same_
per cent. ·of high

~chool

studentssay
they do not· want to· live in ·the
..
: .
.
'

(

same

neighbornood.a~

.-

'

Jews,
_do not
want to have them for friends,
.
..·
.

would not work :f?.i?e by .~~d~ w;~t~ the~, . etc., then, r ·oughly this
.-

.

proportion will, ,if g1ye11

~he

.o pportunity, try to avoid -the contacts
•

,:

I
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so specified.
Of course, the force of law and community custom often make it
difficult for persons to act out even their most publicly expressed
sentiments.

But this only serves to verify the importance of

constant vigilance and activity directed at producing countervailing
influences which will impede or prevent the translation of prejudice
into discrimination.
Such countervailing pressures as are brought through law and
community action are excellent to the extent that they are accompanied ·and reinforced, especially for long-range purposes, by

continuing education in inter-group conduct.

I mean both formal

education in the schools and the informal education that occurs via
the mass media, official models of inter-group conduct, and the
like.
The importance of formal and informal education cannot be
stressed enough.

There has been some tendency to derogate the

power of education on the supposition that prejudices are buried
deep 1n the emotions and, hence, are not subject to

co~itive

correction, and that, further, since discrimination is supposedly
the acting-out of deep-felt emotional needs, it is not subject to
formal educational impact.

But I think these are mistaken assump-

tions, at least so tar as a large number of prejudiced and discriminatory people are concerned.
The evidence of the greatest bulk of res.e arch quite clearly
indicates, for instance, that every additional year of formal
schooling, at least in America, results in shifts from parochialism,
sectarianism, nationalism, and bigotry to something closer to a

. .·
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..

. i

j

oomrnun1ty-m1nded,.
libe.r~l.,: .internationalist and democratic outlook.
.
.
. . .
-.
'

Rece~t
· ne~~ releases
by .......
.ttle: ,AJ:ne~ican
:Jewish·· Committeef concerning
·..
._.·.
-.. _.
. .
. . - Herb~rt Stember I s excellent summary:. of . the reseirche's on education
!

.

· '·

give one to
'

.

; ·

-

..•·

· -

•·

.tpe . contrary,
namely, that formal education
-

bellev~ to
. :_· ·. . ·
'

'

,•

is . rel~tively impotent.

-~t· .those news ·.releases

are .simply

at

fundamental - variance
with wi:i.a t in tact· is. to ·be found 'in the Stember
.....
.

~

~

'

..

'-

A clqse _s~udy. o.f t _hii:L volume: .reveals· Unniist·a kably that

volume.
:

~ :

·..

•

.

•. • · .

.

. !

.

•

f~rmal edu9ationa~ .exp¢sure ,makes: a ditference·--n-ot :a:lwa.ys a big
- ..
: ' . '. .
. .
.. . .
.
.
one, not always a spec.t acular. difference; and not ·a lways--but most
. ' ·. ·.. .
- .· _: :·.
- ._: · .:
...
of the time, and ~() .some .. degr~~.;, and ot'·ten most iinpre.s sively.
~.

'

-

. -·

. ~f these ' re~earche.s are .correct--and' there '

...- .

whic~

~ou}?t the_~--t~en

to

0

_i t.

~tands

is 'little

ground on

:to ·r eas·o n that c6gn1tive

materials, .1ntroduced,ip
t~e
. .educational -process, exercise "some
.
.
.

'

-,

as··w·e 11 .
is.. alsc>- true,

effect on prejudice and .pro~ably on discrimination

This

could be true only under , th~ ~r;mdition that it

as we

have earlier
claimed,
that .muc.h or ·the .anti-Semitic ·prejudice,
..
.
'

'

especially

'·
amoi:i~

the youth, is due to ··cognitive · ·error and · distortion

th.~t have not been effectively. countered by truthful ·materials.

learning. o.f

New

matericµs is therefore likely· to be 1n"fl.uent1al

.c~~rect

in correcting
such . ~r:r;-ors,
and, herice:, · in altering the attitudes and
- . . .. , .
.
~

actions based on them.

:r-'I.o reover, : it· is . crucial . that 'such corrections

should be made before
the simple
.ant1~sem1t1sm ririds
emotional needs
.
•.:' -·.
.
.
to which to become attached and·.by :..which :.1t' theri · is made much less
.•

susceptible to. correction.
. , ·. -. . .
-~

";

Any educati.on, ,
.:-,\ .

th,~ref~re., .. eQ.ucation'-. in
_. . .

the ·truth about Jews;'

education in . the
conseq\lences
.and prices of prejudice
.
., . . .
..

·.

.

a.nc:i di.s crim.

!nation; education
. in . the
.. fa.
c t:·.that
. the commtinity disapproves of
.
·.
. .· :
.
"

l

•

.. •

•'

-

-18such attitudes--an,y and all forms are valuable.

As a minirntim, we

will ~hereby alter attitudes by posing against what the individual
already feels and thinks he knows or believes· a set

of ·contrary

and possibly balancing ideas which help. make him more cautious,
less certain, more restrained in his tendencies to

express himself,

and more inhibited in the ways in which he acts out his beliefs.

The policy recommendations here are quite obvious--at least
some of them.

Intensive.work in

th~

schools is indispensable; and

if this is to be any good, there has to be intensive work in the
teachers' colleges and on the texts and other curricular materials

used

by

students.

The ADL study of a smaple of social studies books

used in various schools throughout the

u.s.

reveals .a dismal

fa~lure

of many of the books to address themselves in any significant

current problems of intergroup relations.

wa:y

to

This I find· an intolerable

situation, and one eminently subj.ect to correction.

What little we

know about teachers' attitudes and levels of inr·o rmation tells us
there is a problem. there too--though I do not want to go into this,

simply because I do· not want to be: understood as singling out the
schools as a pr-imary targe·t of

cond~mnat1on~

an4 all too worthless an. approach.

. That 1S· al·l too ea:sy

Teachers' college·s are by no

means the major· sinners; the· liberal arts colleges or· our· country,
in which the. maj'ority of our primary and- secondary school teachers
are trained, are as responi;;ible· and short,. if not more

so..

We· have spoken mostly or· the' unemotional ant:i .- Semites.

And I

have done so deliberately, partly t ·o· indicate what we all ·k now--

namely, that there is substantial room. for· work of an eminently
practical nature, and partly to contradict, at· least implicitly, and

-19now explicitly, the notion that anti-Semitism is a function only of
diseased or··

twi~t.ed p~r~onal1t1es.
..
'
~

·The work e~.i.t.ed
Professor
Horkheimer, ·especially;- the volume
....by
·
..

on The Authoritarian . Personality, was monumental in character and
import·..

"'

One can hardly
s1.n g. enough praise·-for ·the .·great _a mount
.
.
.
.

kinds of d1fferE!.nce t~a~ th~s· publ1cat1C?n made.

an~

I do ~hink, . however;

that one of the most· popular misconceptions of the· study has done
the study · itsel~ and the. whole th~ory ·or·1nter-group behavior
·.

~arnely,

consi.derable .harm;

'

the idea that··· all prejudiced people are

sick, or, mbre modestly,
that only s'otrie people are authoritarian
and
.
.
.
these · ~e the .-prejuqiced people. In fact, ·if we look at the charac-.

teristics · of . t~~:

au~h~ritarian

.

; ,·

personality ·we· mus·t be

sta~gered.

by

. .

the extent to Wpich
average man on

~he

i~ ~ounds

like a description

Of:the.~ormal.

street. · Of course, · there must be great .vari-

ability in the kinds and quantities of authoritarian characteristics
manifested :by many different American·s.

Arid ·t here is little doubt

't hat one type of . bigot is
characterized by an extremity. of author.
·· 1tarianism.

But we. must not, we dare · not infer from this that

anti-Semitism, or

anti-Ne~roism,

or· anti-other group sentiments are
..

the· peculiar

prope~.ties

.

of extreme authoritarian

perso.~al 1t1es.

If'

we did~ we should :miss very much anti~Semites in our survey, I would
guess.
The bigots on the extreme, · howeve!•, represent a .danger all their
own. ·

Sm~l1

in number though they may be, they flourish in a society

which is pecul:ia:rlY. suited, by its curious· views on civ:l.l liberties,
to 't heir active gro.wt~ and ~eveiopment~

That they have not attracted

many followers during this period in our 'history -is ·u nderstandable •
..

'

. .
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Condemnations '· by· prestigious per.s ons, · plus the unacceptable extremisr.
of their · program~ plus the general well-being of the populace, plus
the yet r .e rr.aining 'sanctions· ag·a 1ns·t .open and. especi.ally . virulent.
anti-Semltls:n· (}ombine

to· render ·ouch

per'sons . as .Lincoln .Rockweli

rather 1neffe.ctive at :the moment. : 'Other ·s·o cial·>movetrients slightly
closer to the pol·i tical center, however,· may represent. considex'ably
more danger.

I find in them

a·crankines·s -. ·a nd . querulousness

and a

tone of . b1tternes$ ·that seems to me·. all'. too: easily · converted into a ·- .
pogrom-cype of ·psychology.. Membe.rs of ·the. J 6hh ·Birch Society · seem
embittered. at "their ·lack of representatlon~ : at . ~he·1r.. ·claimed lack bf .
audience, at their solitarines·s ·1n detense' of...AJDerican<ideals.
thi$ they

·ar~

.I

relatively ine·f f·ect·:fve·: ·a:·t the moment · but extremely .

dangerous, and with ·a great pO'tentfal ·for·. growth~ · Tf. they c.ontinue

to increase their e·r rectivene.:fa. in ·their ·activity ·in .schools and
librartes--as there· are some ·ihdic'a tions tney ·may~-·and if' they find
a way to broaden their.'bases· so' as to· include disaffected members
of the lower · c:lass, and if we·· undergo:·.even ·a · ·m ild recession, .they
may show a power and' a : danger ·potential· :not· now visible.

More ·

·importantly; they ·obvloi..isly have ·been abl"e t .o · introduce their own
kind of countervailing frifluence·,·ont·o ·: the· political .scene, and seem
to have been able ·to force' a···riew kind.-·of equillbritim between right
and cen.ter (there · being ·no left ··1n :America. today) .that must surely
be disturbing

to

any· New Frontiersman ·-in 'the room; · They · do .not now

have any explicit anti-Semitic overt·o ne·s, but they may tomorrow, if
and when today's stigma against open anti-Semitism diminishes.

And

when another movement entitles itself the Christian Anti-Communist
cruaaeo~

one must wonder how long it will be be£ore this is taken to
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mean that Jews are, by equation,, Communists·.
Because such movements represent a d1vers1 on of national
1

nat~qnal

purpose and a divisiveness of

effort far beyond and far

more dest.ruct;ive than anything the Communists are able today to do
. ..

·in · America.i t · wouid · be ··1nclined to treat th~m pup;I.1cly and openly
..
· -~ as-·unw-i t·t in·g· t66'fs of the do~mun:i.sts . That they are, ~'4I'ely. Butother hours ·will have ta···be 'd.evoted to conside.r ing the most effectiv~·
Let it
•

• ••

1,

~e sa~d . for . now

that

• . •

they dare not 'be .fgrior~d ··, 'how~·v·er. cr-a ckpot they may now seem and

..

however smali their memberships are today.

~om -whence this ant1..:.s~mitlsrn'. .that. -is reported in polls and
.

.

charact~r

surveys?· From -where . does . this general
What · are the condition.a

type _e merge?

or·.lif'e that seem . to generate
.

.

it?

I should

like to suggest a ·ra.m111ar .but crucial factor here, ~d ~ge that
. .

widespread status. anxiety i~ the .m ost: ~xcellent br.e eding ground for
. .
.
group· ant1pathy; and · that status anxiety is perh~ps the tl)ost
•

••

•

~

•

•

: ;

-

.• •

1·

•

. .. .

.persisting general..·· rea'.t~~ ~r· the social psychologicai' organiz.a tion
.

~

..

' ' .

of the average: man· in tociay•'s · soc.i ety _-_ Throw i~to th~ pot the fact.
that there is available'. . fu 'the':. gener~i a:tm~sphere. of Americ~n social
l if'e a 'w idespread and

d.eeply

set

hefd

-.

:

a body ·or «i6ct~in~·· ~~~dY

In short, . there is

. , is an inheritance ·from

·oth~r

ckYs

.

of 1<iaas
.unfavorable. to Jews.
·.

t~·

~

be rec~ive(i .

wh~~- the co~~-itio~s

.and of its reception maY" have been dif'ferer.t.

. This

of its .genesis

Whatever the. genesis,

a~~il.abl~ ··f:o~.. ~~~s~ption
espec1aiiy in: th.e:- ~ban. ~e~s where

there· is ant1-Sem1ti·sm·

throughout American

society,.. arid

Jews are concen- ·

.
. . . .: ; .· .. ·..
·. - - . .
.
trated. · The potential corisumers, the newcomers to the society, the
.

{ ~

new- generatlons,, are :Prepared
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Jews are most

ant1-Sernl..te_~.

Is all this old stuff, old hat, old and t "r ite theory?

Indeed it

..
-23is_;.-:-aild ·. irideed it· should :..be,-· if the calculations I have .made
regarding the ... extent and::intensity of. anti-Semitism· are- correct •
.For,, contrary .to what·.:m.a ny.: Jews and non-Jews wouJ:d .. prefer to think
and believe, anti-Semi·t ism- ·seems ·:very mt~:ch - with u·s . -_ And- there is

little . ground · on .·which~ to expect.. that -' the reasons for its extent
and :.1ntensity... -the ·real reasons-...; should- differ today: from the
reasons . that" obtained

a. . generation

and two generations ago.

·· · . In .the nat\lre·::.of ·. the._ case,. all: these· observations must be
off'~~e-~.. ·~.s :tentative·:_~nq:· provisional . ·; ~: We:·. ·shall·· sometime

soon

..have the decided -advantage· 'of::a serious . arid well .designed survey
from the .Survey Research .Center·:or·:the.:University of Calif-ornia
at Berkeley. : :.We ·.shall. ·lmow:. more·;.surely than we do· now· about how
:much anti-Semitism of what kind. there: is<in the United States.
And perhaps . we :. shall . also · knot-n rnore: .ab.Q~t .- ~}?_e content of today 1 s
stereotypes and the spec1al·::charac.t er:·: ¢f toO.ay'·s;.psychological
needs. that .. render :the.-neecy persons . . susceptible and w1ll1ng :·consumer.
of -the .ant.1-Semitic. ·1deas ... available . on .;the market.

But · I have l1ttle·;hesitanc·y -: 1n of.f'ering . the . :follow1ng as a
set .of strongly .likely :.hypotheses: · l . .. There is more ant1-Sern1t1c

prejudice and : d1scr1rninat.16n.:.,of . all · kinds :·than ; the ·p olls,, surveys,
and institutional studies .c.eurrently reveal. : 2. · Much of this will
be unknown

to· ·t~e

·very persons ..·who hold·...these feelings and engage

.in these -discriminations.

.3. ·If .and. w!'len confronted .with the

accusation that . -t hey harbor anti-Semitic feelings, or that their
ac·tions are ant.1 -Semitic, ·these respondents will feel hard pressed
to deny :that characterization and will s·e ek to rationalize them as
simple ·p reference ·ror one's own .kind.

4.

There will be systematic

..
. -24-- -·

denial of the likelJhood tl')at anti-Semitism of the gentlemen's
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COMMENTS ON PROFESSOR ,TUMIN'S PAPER
by

ABRAHAM F.· CITRON
Director ot Community Relations and Research
Jewish community Council of Metropolitan Detroit
Professor Tumin starts us off by stating some of the complexities which make judgments about anti-Semitism difficult. He
intrigued me greatly when he sa14:
. .·

"We have .the definitional problem in front ,o f us.

1.s to say, unless we are agreed as to what

we

That

will define

as anti-Semitism and how we will identify its presence, it
will do us not very much good to conduct polls and surveys."
Having raised what I take to be a fundamental question, the paper
makes no approach to solution. · Rather, the answer is assumed by
implication. This paper defines anti-Semitism as various testers,
public opinion pollers, interviewers, and discrimination observers,
have defined it. · By accepting common usage, Professor Tumin seems
to be saying that at ·the practical and working level there is no
problem of definition. (He does raise the problem of definition
again in discussing d1sc~im1nat1on, but only briefly and as a .general
caution.)

Cutting to the essence of Professor Tum1n's message, it is that
although there is less anti-Semitism in America today than 50 or 75
years ago, there 1s still a great deal or anti-Semitism in America,
both expressed and po~ential; much more than should be present in an
enlightened, prosperous, modern, post-Hitler society. He says fUrthe:
that
America potential anti-Semitism is an ever~threaten1ng

1n

danger, that events similar ·to those which overwhelmed German Jewry
are possible here; and that the level of anti-Semitic expression and
d1scr1m1nat1on has been · depressed in important degree by the efforts
or the defense agencies in the field.
There are those who, in general, accept thi<
s view and those who
it, basically or 1n large part.

r~J~ct

For our· purposes, what is cruo~al is the evidence pointing to
one or another ·view. What is the nature of the evidence Professor
Tum1n brings to, the support of this view?·
First, Professor TUmin refers to the fact that although the
content or the stereotypes about Jews changes, the stereotypes
persis.t . He does not, however, examine what this difference 1n
content means. Is there pattern, progression, retrogression? Are
the new kinds of stereotypes merely the reflection or the general
development of the culture, or of the assimilation or the Jew, or

-2-

are deeper symbolic and psychological changes evident? There are
stereotypes of many groups where discrimination does not necessarily
· fdllow, nor does any :l,mportant hostility •
.,

~he

Second,he says that although Jews are accepted much more "in

upper reache.s of trade, finance, learning, the arts, ana-governthent, 11 yet it ls. ·just here that we find the major ranges of discrimination, and .that ''judging by the increased qualifications of Jews,
ind by the nl.tmbers . turned away, there is ·perhaps more anti-Semitism
today, relative to modern circumstances, than there was 50 years

ago, relative to tl:le 'circumstapces of

t~ose time~.

11

Professor Tum1n's note here reminds me of the reaction or ma'ny
in the Negro community who feel that, as Negroes break through
employment and ·social barriers, and raise preparation levels, greatl:
increase the numbers who knock, the numbers admitted, the doors
knocked on, they are actually .worse off than ·they were before.
What occurs, of course, is a leap in level of expectation.· Then the
new frustrations are judged against the new levei. What Professor
Tumin has described is the normal co\lrse. or .resistance as new levels
are reached. .
· · ·
Further, there is an assumed degree of discrimination here.
He says, "Judging by the numbers turned away". What numbers? Just
who and how m~y ~e turned away from what?
..

Finally, on this point, the argument advanced that perhaps
there is more anti-Semitism today, relative to our ti.mes, than 50
years ago, relative to those times, seem.s to me to plunge us· into
a morass of subjectivity.
·
·
I believe the evidence of careful, systematic surveys would
show tremendously increased acceptance of Jews in the economic,
educational, political and. social .life of the land and significant
penetration of middle and upper-middle class power and status positions. We do not have sYStematic surveys or acceptance. OUr data,
where we have it, is on rejection.
Third, in evidence, Professor Tumin refers to a sµrvey or
4,000 high school youths, which shows just about the same percentage
of these youths express "distance and alienation" from Jews as is
shown among the adult · population. Professor Tumin feels that this
means that we may be making no progress 1n reducing anti-Semitism
as between these generations.
·

1st, the much more pertinent evidence on progress or lack
it between_generations would be that furnished by identical or
very similar instruments administered to similar populations at
given intervals.

.ot

samplings

2nd, there is. contrary evidence; for example, the Bogardus
1946, and 1956.

~1926,

-33rd, it is quite possible to argue that there is little
or no differential between these generations because the adults
have been exposed fully to events of the Hitler period, World War II,
birth of Israel, which t~day's teen-agers did not experience.
4th, Professor Tumin refers to feelings of "distance and
by high school youngsters. I, for one, expect
continued expressions of distance as a normal and inevitable aspect
of Jewish non-Jewish relations 1n America. I might say the same
about aspects of alienation. We need to know (a) just What question.
evoked these responses, (b} what do these responses mean?, and
·
(c) what shall we call dangerous in an attitude and what not ·
dangerous'Z
al1enation~xpressed

This raises one of the most fundamental questions of attitude
testing and of' human behav;tor, namely the kinds of'· .r.e.l ationships
that ,o btain between what a person indicates he feels about a person~
group, or object, and .how he will act toward the person, group, or
object.
Professor Tumin is keenly aware of the research indicating
disparity, non-congruence, between what people say and what they
will do. He argues that, nonetheless; what people say publicly abou
what they will do to and about Jews is our best measure of what they
will do in public. I might agree that this is our best measure
while ma~nta1J:l1ng that it is quite a poor one for predictive purpose
The general context and permissiveness or the situation, the forces
of the field as felt and perceived by the actor, seem to be
exceedingly important in the evoaetion of specific behavior. For
these and other reasons, I am not conv~nced by Professor Tumin's
argument on this point.
He goes on to state (and here he says he has little evidence)
that he reels that the activities or-the defense and educational
agencies ·have served to keep anti-Semitic expression and discrimination at a level far iower than would be the case if these programi
did not exist. My point here is to inquire why 1t ls we bave so
little evidence on so crucial a point.
I, for example, doubt that the programs of the agencies have
been a major factor in affecting the basic generative forces or
anti-Semitism. There are many who question any important effect of
the agencies on the expression of anti-Semitism. Nobody wants to
spend the money to obtain evidence on these points. Nobody wants to
spend the money to put any part or their own or anyone else's
program to a real test. We want to be a profession, but I do not
find us urging the research that could make us more effective.
Professor Tumin is concerned with the "bank or fund of stereotypes" existing in the culture, from which all kinds of people may
draw. He treats this cultural fund of stereotypes and feeling about
Jews as if it were a fundamental causal agent. But I would want him
to dig deeper. Stereotypes are generated and kept alive by needs.
Professor Tumin has pointed to the shifting content of stereotypes
of the Jews. What are the underlying needs and motivations? Where

·-.... . . ...
-4do we get at the roots of the matter?
Is it indeed his theory that we attack the anti-Semitic spiral
at the level of eliminating stereotypes or access to stereotypes in
order to increase greatly our effectiveness? I would question the
efficacy or such an approach.

Professor Turnin places emphasis on the necessity of constant
vigilence, constant program, and on the need and efficacy of
education. But he does not help us when we ask why it should be
necessary to continue year after year at the cost of millions of
dollars, to sit on the lid of what to him is a cauldron of hatred,
which might, given sufficient conditions, surge over us in a Nazilike holocaust. He-Ooesn*t tell us how to turn out the fire under
the pot. He does not, in this paper, ·turn attention to basic
eausational factors.
It is probable that he does not emphasize this as~ect· of tbe
problem because research on it is so very thin and tentative. The
great proportion of research on anti-Semitism in America (and here
all of us are vastly indebted to Professor Tumin' s excellent· survey)
_is on one or another aspect of attitudes toward Jews; on the attempt
to_ identify key environmental factors such as education, or personality co-relates such as authoritarianism, or cultural stress
factors like status anxiety. All this; while exceedingly important,
and while throwing some light on basic causes, does not probe for
essential causal factors. What research and researchers -a re asking
the fundamental question: Why the Jew~?
·
As we look over material on causes we note that it is not
experimental but theoretical. We have papers and essays and books
projecting theories, but no tests of theories. · Why is this? I have
some ideas, but out of a sense of iron discipline, will withhold
them.
I find myself in . disagreement with Professor Tumin's interpretation which implies the continuation, indeed, the intensification
or the old posture and program of defense.

We should, in my vj.ew, essentially abandon the program. and
posture. of defense and adept that of a religio~sly committed
community. Aspects of the approach of Manheim Shapiro and Rabbi
Jay Kaufman seem relevant tc:> me. Catholics, at their weakest, did
not have defense agencies. The American Friends Service Committee
is not the defense agency of the Society of Friends. Jews should
be busy building the Jewish community, building Judaism, and
expressing its requirements in the Jewish Community, in society and
in the world.
·
·

As the UN

Probes Preiudice

Observations ·on
The United Nations Inquiry into Anti-Semitism
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Manifestations of Anti-Semitism
and Other Forms of Racial Prejudice and
Religious Intolerance of a Similar Nature

RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY
THE UNITED NATIONS COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS
MARCH 16, 1960

Noting with deep concern the manifestations of anti-Semitism and other forms
of racial prejudice and religious intolerance
of a similar nature which have recently occurred in various countries and which might
be once again the forerunner of other heinous acts endangering the future;
Expressing its gratification that governments, peoples and private organizations
have spontaneously reacted in opposition to
these manifestations;
Taking into account the recommendations on the subject by the Subcommission on Prevention of Discrimination and
Protection of Minorities ;
1. Condemns these manifestations as
violations of principles embodied in the ·
Charter of the United Nations and in the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
and in particular as a violation of the human
rights of the groups against which they are
directed, and as a threat to the human rights
and fundamental freedoms of all peoples;
2. Urges States Members of the
United Nations and of the specialized agencies to take all appropriate action to prevent
effectively such acts and to punish them
where they have been committed;
3. Calls upon public authorities and
private organizations to make sustained efforts to educate public opinion with a view
to the eradication of racial prejudice and
religious intolerance reflected in such mani·
4

f estations and the elimination of all undesirable infiuences promoting such.,prejudices,
and to take appropriate measures so that
education may be directed with due regard
to Article 26 of the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights and Principle 10 of the
Principles of the Declaration of the Rights
of the Child, adopted in General Assembly
Resolution 1386 (XIV) ;
4. Requests the Secretary-General to
arrange in consultation with the governments of States Members of the United
Nations and of the specialized ageneies in
whose territory such manifestations have
occurred, UNESCO and non-governmental
organizations in consultative status, to obtain any information or comments relevant
to such ID8;Ilifestations and public reactions
to them, the measures taken to combat them
and their causes or motivations;
5. Requests the Secretary-General to
transmit all the above information and comments, from time to time, as received, to
the Members of the Subcommission;
6. Requests the SubcQmmission on
Prevention of Discrimination and Protection
of Minorities, at its next session, to evaluate the materials received in response to
the above requests, to draw such conclusions
therefrom as seem to be justified, to recommend such action as seems to be desirable,
and to report thereon to the Commission on
Human Rights.

lntroducti"on

This analysis was prepared for submission to the U.S. Department of State
and the U.S. Mission to the United Nations
.with the hope of aiding our Government in
its reply to the UN inquiry concerning recent "manifestations of anti-Semitism and
other forms of racial prejudice and religious
intolerance."
The Resolution initiating the current
UN investigation was adopte<J unanimously
by the UN Commission on Human Rights,
on March 16, 1960.
The UN's action was unprecedented.
For the first time in history, the family of
nations officially recognized anti-Semitism
as a threat to the fundamental freedoms of
all peoples.
The Resolution grew out of deliberations by the Subcommission on Prevention
of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities, which was in session during the disturbing outbreak of swastika daubings and
related anti-Semitic incidents in January
1960. The Subcommission, which has been
investigating various forms of discrimination throughout the world - in education,
employment, and religious and political rights
-quite naturally was deeply concerned about
the portent of these occurrences in West
Germany and other countries.
On January 7, 1960, the International League for the Rights of Man called upon
the Subcommission to condemn the current

outbreak of anti-Semitism and "undertake
an inquiry into _the origin and purposes of
the present movement in those countries
where it has already been reported." This
proposal, which received strong support
from many other non-governmental organizations, was unanimously adopted by the
Subcommission and referred to the Commission on Human Rights. The Commission's March 16 Resolution followed.
The American Jewish Committee discussed this important UN development at its
53rd Annual Meeting in April 1960. In a
resolution commending "th.e foresight and
judgment of the members of the Subcommission who responded swiftly and with
vigor to the dangers they discerned in the
anti-Semitic manifestations," the Committee
undertook to cooperate actively with the
Subco:rnmission through appropriate channels, "in the hope that its inquiry will contribute significantly to the elimination of
'anti-Semitism and other forms of racial
prejudice and religious intolerance of a
similar nature.' " The present analysis represents a first step in the fulfillment of that
resolve.
The American Jewish Committee sees
the reappearance of the swastika as but the
latest symptom of a crippling social disorder demanding profound study and longrange corrective treatment by the United
Nations, its Member States and non-govern~
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mental organizations. We· believe this attention to be warranted by the history of
anti-Semitism as a disruptive factor in international relations - its proven effectiveness as an instrument for furthering
anti-democratic, totalitarian and aggressive
movements which violate human rights and
culminate in genocide; its exportable and
contagious nature which defies geographic
containment.
In the light of experience in our own

time, one can no longer view outbreaks of
· anti-Semitism, however inconsequential they
may appear on the surface, without envisaging a chain reaction in which fundamental
freedoms are liquidated, human beings are
subjected t9 mass murder, and the peace of
all mankind is jeopardized. The swastika
stands as an eternal warning of the deadly
potential of prejudice. This explains the universal horror occasioned by its re.emergence
on the world scene this year.
According to the Resolution of the
Commission on Human Rights, the inquiry
is not confined to the 1960 swastika incidents: it encompasses recent manifestations
of anti-Semitism, regardless of kind and location. We therefore include in this analysis
certain recent happenings which, although
they involved no flaunting of the swastika,
are · nonetheless of grave si~fiicance.
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The Resolution is focused on the
manifestations "which have recently occurred . . ." Yet the unfolding present cannot be seen in full dimension except against
the background of the past. Thus we shall
also endeavor to review- cursorily, to be
sure - those developments of history which
cast light upon the nature of anti-Semitism,
particularly its exploitation a.s an instrument to gain political power within national
boundaries and to extend foreign aggression.
We shall also refer to the findings of psychology and sociology which bear on causes
and motivations. Finally, we shall indicate
certain lines of fundamental inquiry which
we believe our Government can fruitfully
suggest to the Subcommission as a means
of impJementing the purposes and terms of
the Resolution.
The American Jewish Committee.believes that the UN's inquiry, as del~neated
by the Commission on Human Rights, .can
increase understanding not merely of the
recent manifestations to which the Resolu. tion refers, but of anti-Semitism in general.
It can lay the groundwork for practical programs designed not only to prevent overt _
acts of vandalism and violence, but also to
reach and ultimately overcome the deep~
seated forces operative in society and within man himself that give rise to religious
and racial prejudices.

Recent Manifestations: Facts and Hypotheses

The onset of the swastika epidemic
and related manifestations occurred · on
Christmas Eve, 1959, in Cologne, West Germany, where two 25-year-old men defaced
the recently rededicated synagogue. Both
were tried before a German court and convicted on February 6, 1960. Both, during
trial, delivered themselves of violent antisemitic diatribes.
.
Despite vigorous governinent denunciation, similar outrages followed elsewhere in Germany and in other countries.
In West Germany, Jewish homes and institutions were smeared with swastikas. Some
Catholic and Evangelical churches, war
memorials and railroad cars were likewise
defaced. Vienna's o;nly synagogue was besmirched with "Juden raus" ("Jews get
out") . The same slogan was scrawled on
several London buildings housing Jewish
organizations. A number of Jewish members of ·Parliament received .telephone
threats.
In Italy, "Morte" appeared on walls;
a Milan rabbi received a death threat; police
seized large quantities of Nazi · literature
and arrested 20 youths calling themselves
the New European Order.
In Amsterdam, Holland, five prominent Jews were sent swastika-embellished
notes proclaiming, "Jews are not wanted." In
Vancouver, Canada, the editor of an AngloJewish newspaper was anonymously warned,
''We're going to make soap out of you." In
Brazil, "Viva Hitler" was inscribed on the
walls of buildings.
In Oslo, Norway, a foot-high swastika
was carved on a factory' entrance, while a
painted caption, "Potsdam Jewish shop-

keeper," defaced a statue of Franklin D.
Roosevelt. Storekeepers in Johannesburg
and Durban, South Africa, found anti-Jewish
leaflets posted on their windows. Swastikas
were scrawled
store windows in Hong
Kong.
· In the United States, on January 8,
a large swastika was painted on New York
City's noted Temple Emanu-EI -swiftly
followed by incidents elsewhere, in small
towns as well as . large cities. Synagogues,
churches, stores, libraries, schools and tomb.
stones were smeared with "Heil Hitler,"
"Jews get out" and si~ilar markings.
Precise statistics for the various countries are unavailable, partly due to . haphazard reporting and partly because what
constitutes an. "incident" is undefined. Acts
of one kind or another, ranging from crude
scrawls to serious defacements and threats
of bodily harm, were reported in almost 40
countries, reaching
estimated total of
about 2,000 up to the end of February 1960.
Over 40 per cent occll!red in West Germany.
Despite the difficulty in obtaining conclusive figures and properly weighing the
relative significance of different types of
acts, the data at hand permits certain initial
observations· in response to the Resolution
of the Human Rights Commission.
Informed · opinion appears to have
converged upon two main hypotheses. The
first is that the outbreaks were brought about
-b y organized anti-Semitic activity, including
neo-Nazi political parties and groups cen•
tered :in West Germany and operating separately or in contact With anti-Semitic groups
in different countries.
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The second hypothesis is that, how'ever the first incidents came about, their
rapid geographic sweep was .due to unorganized and spontaneous deviltry on the part of
µnstable elements, mainly youths. The avidity with which they seized upon the swastika
is explained by some as an expression of
juvenile delinquency, and by others as an
imitative or faddist response aggravated by
over·- dramatic treatment in the press and
other mass media of communication.
In considering these hypotheses, it is
iµipc;>rtant to bear in mind that the implications and potential consequences of antisemitic outbreaks differ from country tO
country. In some, anti-Semitism has been
entrenched for many generations and is thus
reinforced by social and political tradition.
In Nazi Germany it was transformed into a
program of genocide. But in countries firmly
grounded in democracy, the historical and
cultural climate has produced effective antidotes to intergroup hostility.
As so often happens in examining the
causes of social phenomena, it is likely that
the recent manifestations will be found to
have their wellsprings in a combination of
many factors - be they political, psychological, social or economic. The problem then becomes one of seeking the most promising
points of departure toward constructive and
far-reaching remedial action.
With this end in view, we shall com·ment on the two main hypotheses.
ORGANIZED ANTI-SEMITISM

Some who see the Cologne incident
and the ensuing outbreaks as the outcome of
organized anti-Semitic activity are of the
opinion that the entire series of events, particularly in West Germany, represented a
political .attack on the West German Government and the . Western defensive alliance
by neo-Nazi groups which still harbor the
"Aryan" dream of "redemption through
force." Their boldness is said to have been
prompted, among other t}:lings, by the increa.s ing votes drawn by the German Reichs
Party; which the Federal Government has

declined to outlaw, as well as by the Government's refusal to oust former Nazis from
important offices in the judiciary, the armed
services and the educational system. The fact
that the two perpetrators of the Cologne outrage were members of the German Reichs
Party is cited as supporting evidence.
Proponents of this view hold· that the
demonstrated responsiveness to incitement
on the part of German youth, even though
animated by non~political motives, will encourage resurgent Nazis in West Germany
to press their campaign again at the first
opportunity. As evidence of this resurgence,
apart from the growing strength of the German Reichs Party, the following facts are
cited:
Eleven other splinter neo-Nazi political parties are functioning openly. These include the German Block, headed. by Karl
Meissner; the German Community, headed
by August Haussleiter, who participated in
the unsuccessful Hitler. putsch of 1923; the
Free Socialist People's Party, headed by former Nazi leader Erwin Schonborn, now in
prison at Mainz for insulting the president
of the West German Bundestag; and the
German Social Union of Otto Strasser.
Two other groups, organized as.movements rather than political parties, are the
Ger:qian Social Movement which has achieved
notoriety primarily because of its connection
with the publication Nation Europa, and the
Ludendorff Group, which has made vicious
attacks on "Jews, Freemasons and super~tate occult powers."
Other important potential sources of
neo-Nazi extremism are organizations of former members of Hitler's Wehrmacht, which
in recent years hav~ issued newspapers, periodicals ~d books, and have held mass demonstrations glorifying their military past and
justifying the Hitler regime. The most important of these organizations is the HIAG,
·a mt,Itual aid organization of former Waff en ·SS men, which maintains branches in
Au~tria.

Nationalist youth groups, many associated with neo-Nazi parties or movements,
are believed to embrace from 20,000 to
30,000 members, although some estimates

... .: ·: ··.: ·. '

run as high as 70;oo·o. Seven of the most
important of these groups have joined forces
in a new federation, formed in June 1959
in the town of ldstein. Among the participants at this convocation· were representatives of the German National Youth, a Berlin movement modeled on the Hitler Youth
and kllown to have organized a "combat
group" to break up meetings of democratic
youth bodies; the · German-Socialist -Youth
Storm, a Saar group whose emblem is the
eagle of the Third Reich; the German Youth
Commando, headed· by former SS and Nazi
youth chief Gunther Hessler; and the Viking
Youth, also headed by a former Nazi party
member.
·Although these groups are not representative of German youth as a whole and
are greatly outnumbered by organizations
connected with such leading parties as the
Christian Democratic Union and the Socialists, they indicate that the Nazi ideology is
being effectively transmitted to at least a
portion of German youth.
Regardless whether the swastika ftareups were actually plotted by neo-Nazi groups
in Germany, it is hardly questionable that
these groups must bear a heavy burden of
responsibility for perpetuating public
recep,
tivity to anti-Semitic provocation.
Groups similar in their ultimate objectives, although perhaps less menacing because the environment in which they operate
is less hospitable to anti-democratic ideologies, are to be found in various countries.
The following are examples :
In Sweden, Per Engdahl has provided
leadership for Swedish and other European
hatemongers from his Malmoe headquarters.
He operates the European Social Movement,
which claims 50 affiliate groups in 14 countries, and the New Swedish Movement. Another notorious Swedish anti-Semite, Einar
Aberg of Norvijken, has been. flooding the
international mails for more than 10
years with quantities of leaflets containing
Streicher-like cartoons and hate slogans.
In England,.one of the most persistent
agitators of intergroup discord is Sir Oswald
Mosley, Fascist leader of the Union Movement, w.hose activities antedate World War

II. While dis~laiming anti-Semitism, he inflames other prejudices which are readily
transferable-currently those resulting from
the influx of West Indian Negroes into
various sections of. London. Other organizations in England are the League· of ·Empire
Loyalists, the National Labor Party and the
White Defense League.
The Italian Social Movement is a
rallying point for former Fascists in Italy.
It is noteworthy that when the wave of antisemitic incidents broke out early in 1960,
the Italian police sought the culprits at t~e
headquarters of this Movement's youth
groups. Likewise active in Italy are smaller
organizations, such as the Revolutionary
Action· Group.
One of the most active organizations
in France is the French Nationalist Party,
formerly the Young Nation, which has been
banned by the de Gaulle Government. This
group, whose members are believed to be
responsible for anti-Semitic inscriptions
chalked in incr~asing numbers on Paris
street walls and subways, publishes a magazine which features virulent anti-Semitic
articles. Another organization spreading
anti-Semitic propaganda is Pierre Poujade's
Union for the Defense of Merchants and
Artisans.
Besides these relative newcomers,
several older anti-Semitic instrumentalities
remain on. the French scene. One is Aspects
de la France, a pro-royalist weekly edited
by Xavier Vallat, former Commissioner for
Jewish Affairs under the Petain regime. Another i"s Rivarol, a weekly supported by former Nazi collaborators, which carries on the
tradition of "intellectual" anti-Semitism. A
third is Defense de l'Occident, a monthly
published . by Maurice Bardeche, probably
the leading anti-Semitic futellectual in France
today.
.
In Latin America, the most important
of the groups with neo-Nazi and anti-Semitic
programs are the Nationalist Unions in Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Uruguay and Peru.
Besides having Jocal branches in many Latin
American cities and provinces, these groups
are said to maintain links 'with European
neo-Nazi organizations.
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Former Nazi leaders, including Adolf
Eichmann, have found refuge in Latin America, particularly Argentina.
Another country where escap~d Nazis
have been accorded hospitality, and where
they are now reported to be active in influential circles, is the United Arab Republic. In 1958, Hans Eisle, one-time doctor in
Buchenwald, fled from trial in Germany to
Cairo. The UAR refused West Germany's
request for extradition. In 1959, Ludwig
Zind, neo-Nazi schoolteacher, escaped to
Egypt after having been sentenced by a Ger:..
man court for making anti-Semitic remarks.
All in all, several hundred German Nazis are
believed to be in Egypt, some concealed under Arab aliases. They include former SS,
SD, German army officers, and! Nazi party
officials, of whom perhaps the most notorious
is Johann von Leers, former Nazi propagandist. The recent Arabic edition of Hitler's
Mein Kampf may be attributed to their influence. They seem to operate an underground railway for Nazi war criminals.
Although anti-Semitic groups exist in
the United States, they are generally regarded with scorn and dismissed as a "lunatic
fringe." Recently they have succeeded in
claiming some attention by capitalizing on
the race tensions surrounding the desegregation issue in the South.
One of these groups, the National
States Rights Party, exploits tensions in the
South by charging that Jews have promoted
the cause of integration. The Party's organ,
The Thunderbolt, bears the characteristic
Nazi lightning insignia. A few members of
this group are believed by responsible observers to have been implicated in the bombing of an Atlanta, Georgia, synagogue on
October 12, 1958.
This was but one of a series of attempted and actual bombings of Jewish
houses of worship which began in November
1957, and occurred in various cities, chiefly
in the South.
Other groups which exploit regional
tensions are the White Citizens Councils and
the Ku Klux Klan. The KKK, a racist movement tracing its origins to post-Civil War
days, charges that the Jews are furthering
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Negro rights "in order to mongrelize the
nation." Klan members wear white robes
and hoods, hold nocturnal cross burnings
before the homes of persons they seek to intimidate, and engage in physical violence.
Other anti-Semitic groups are the
American Nazi Party, spearheaded from a
suburb of Washington,· D.C., by George
Lincoln Rockwell; the National Renaissance
Party, operated from New York City by
James H. Madole; Conde McGinley's Christian Education Association, at Union City,
N.J., which publishes the bi-weekly Common
Sense. Likewise notorious are Elizabeth
Dilling, and Gerald L. K. Smith, who publishes The Cross and the Flag. Both have
numerous targets in addition to Jews--the
UN, UNESCO, progressive education and
other liberal and democratic institutions and
programs. Merwin K. Hart of the National
Economic Council directs similar propaganda to businessmen and industrialists
through his National Economic Council
Newsletter.
All of these American groups affect a
pious patriotism to disguise their anti-democratic inclinations and programs.
Since the end of World War II, certain of the Hungarian and Slavic emigres in
West Germany, the United States and other
countries have formed nationalistic and Irredentist groups which issue publications
with a strong pro-Nazi, anti-Semitic line. One
of the most active is a Hungarian group led
from Munich, Germany, by Lajos Marschalko. In 1958 he wrote The World Conquerors, a book which contains virtually
every canard leveled against the Jews
through the ages.
Translated into English and published.
in London by another agitator, Joseph Sueli,
The .World Conquerors has made its way
around the world. It is promoted in the
United States not only by certain Hungarian
groups, but also by various anti-Semitic
publications. The National States Rights
Party advertises the book as a "current documentary on communism and the Jewish
masterminds behind it." In short, it is a
key reference text.
On various occasions in the past, anti-

Semitic groups have tried to organize on an
international basis. As far back as 1882, a
world conference of anti-Semites . was held
in Dresden, followed by similar meetings in
Bochum (1889), Budapest (1925), Copenhagen (1926), Erfurt (1937). A "congress"
under Nazi auspices, scheduled to be held
in Krakow in 1944, was canceled because
of the Allied advance. In 1951, Per Engdahl
convened a meeting in Malmoe, Sweden, followed by several other gatherings. As late as
June 1960, a plan of German neo-Nazis to
hold a secret Fascist Congress in Wiesbaden
was exposed by tbe state government of
Hesse. Although the conference has been
abandoned, there is ·evidence that its promoters continue to aid and maintain contact
with one another.
The publicists of the Nazi-Fascist network have developed an informal system of
syndication by reprinting or quoting one
another's writings. Mutually serviceable
items are translated into different languages.
While these propagandists exploit
various domestic issues to attract followings
in their own countries, their ideological
staples are monotonously repetitive. These
.include the infamous conspiratorial theme
of The Protocols of the Elders of Zion; the
canard that Jews control communism and
the Soviet Union, as well as capitalism; and
distortions, some hundreds of yea.rs old, of
Hebrew religious writings.
Substantiatfon of direct organizational or inter-organizational responsibility for
the recent manifestations has not been adduced; yet it is beyond question that these
propaganda activities have contributed to
the climate of group hatred and divisiveness in many countries.
DELINQUENT AND IMITATIVE OUTBURSTS

Most eras in history have produced
their own problems of ' 1juvenile delinqµency." In our own day, expressions of cynicism
and de:fiance among youth are ascribed to the
pressures of modern life, such as rapid industrialization, mechanization and urbanization, with accompanying dislocation of

family ties; the stirring of appetites for
material satisfactions at the· ·expense of
moral and spiritual values; the instability
of national commitments to social ideals ; and
the persistent threat of all-consuming war.
These conditions, it is said, incline
youth to reject established authority and
gravitate toward anti-social activities. Proponents of this theory in the United States
point to the existence, for some years prior
to 1960, of several neo-Nazi student groups
among high-school and even primary-school
children in widely separated communities.
During the recent swastika incidents,
some 150 offenders were apprehended in the
United States, almost all below the age of
21. The median age was 15 to 16, and some
were as young as 9 and 10. (In West Germany the situation was quite different. Of
the almost .250 persons apprehended there
in the :first five weeks of the epidemic, a very
substantial number were in the adult age
groups.)
·
According to the "juvenile delinquency" hypothesis, the main compulsion of
the swastika daubers was to perform antisocial acts; swastikas and racist slogans
served merely as variations of the obscenities adolescents scrawl on walls to express
defiance.
However, some observers question
this thesis, since it fails to clarify why maladjusted and hostile youth seized upon the
symbols of Nazi anti-Semitism; they suggest as a more likely explanation the prevalence of latent anti-Semitism, especially
among youth, t9 a greater extent than had
been generally suspected.
It has been suggested that the buildup
of the ineidents into worldwide hysteria was
due to extensive news coverage which provoked imitative behavior on the part of unstable, bigot-minded and publicity-eraving
elements, particularly among youth. It is
true that the press, radio and television reported the succession of outbreaks in highly
dramatic tones. Yet the same media also reported unanimous . condemnation by the
world's highest religious, political and civic
leaders. Why did this weight of authority
· fail to · exercise a more sobering influence?
11

And finally, is a tendency toward fad-

dist or imitative 'behavior sufficient to explain the eruption, in quick succession, of
nearly identical and seemingly coordinated
manifestations all over the globe? Was there
not a predisposition to respond in this particular manner?
To cast light on some of these questions, the Commission on "Intergroup Relations of the City of New York requested the
American Jewish Committee to initiate a
study of the influences that motivated this
form of delinquency. The study is now being
conducted for the American Jewish Committee by the Research Center of the New
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York School of Social Work. It involves
scrutinizing an adequate sampling of youths
and young adults arrested since January 1,
1960, for defacing places of worship in
Metropolitan New York City, Philadelphia,
Utica, N.Y., and several other com~unities.
The characteristics of the offenders, and of
the total environment in which each has
lived, will be examined. Individual histories
will be recorded in an effort to identify the
social, economic, psychological and community factors that led to delinquent behavior in each case. The results of this study,
and of others doubtless being conducted by
other agencies, may well suggest a pattern
for similar investigations in other countries.

Public Reactions to the Recent Manifestations

One heartening aspect of the otherwise distressing swastika episo~es was the
reaction they evoked ~ almost all countries.
Government officials, religious, labor and
civic leaders, editorial writers, and radio
and television commentators joined in un~
qualified condemnation. In some countries,
national or local authorities instituted special
police measures to apprehend the perpetrators of the incidents and to prevent their recurrence.
The World Council of Churches, rePresenting 171 Protestant, Anglican and Orthodox denominations and groups, expressed
the hope that "this dangerous recrudescence
of anti-Semitism may be suppressed from
the outset." The Council statement also regretted that "after all the Jewish people have
gone through in recent times, once again they
should become the target of mischievous
·
anti-Semitic propaganda."
Archbishop Iakovos, Primate of the
Greek Orthodox Church of North and South
America, declared: "I think that this situation should alarm us Christians all over the
world. ID.stead of talking sometimes just to
make headlines we must work very conscientiously and responsively so that we may
get back some order in our Christian thinking, in our Christian living and our society
throughout the world."
In West Germany, reactions of dismay
and outrage were speedy and strong. The
Federal Government promptly instituted an
inquiry which resulted in the issuance, on
February 18, 1960, of a White Book setting
forth the following major conclusions: The
manifestations showed no evidence of any

organized or concerted anti-Semitic cam_.
paign ; the bulk of the West German population was opposed to anti-Semitism and determined to fight it; however, the offenders
had been influenced by the political ideas of
rightist anti-Semitic publications; and while
there was no evidence of Communist instigation, the stigma cast on the population
of the West German Government had redounded to communism's advantage.
Conjectures advanced by federal and
local officials, party leaders and newspaper
commentators were conflicting. Some maintained that the incidents were the work of
hooligans ~nd children, and that mass hysteria was caused by excessive publicity;
others charged the Communists with instigation as part of their effort to discredit
the West German Government. Some blamed
the Government for retaining former Nazis
in key positions and not developing adequate
programs of democratic education or instruction in the meaning and misdeeds of the
Hitler era.
The German Reichs Party and other
neo-Naii groups were held responsible by
some, while others did not regard neo-Nazi
influences as major factors. Some traced the
roots of the outbreaks to the traditional German "folk ideology'' with its sidelines of
anti-liberalism, anti-humanitarianism and
anti-Semitism-the latter still latent even
among "decent Germans." Others pointed to
anti-Semitism as a symptom of deep-seated
psychological disorder.
Various courses of remedial action
were proposed-instituting drastic measures
· against hoodlum elements; outlawing neo-
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Nazi groups; ousting Nazis from influential
positions; enacting anti-defamation legisl~
tion; and improving education about the
Nazi past, and for democracy.
In Austria, as in West Germany, laws
were proposed to deal with group defamation. In France and Great Britain, rallies
and marches were held to protest the incidents.
In Latin America, the incidents
elicited vigorous condemnation. from the
highest officials and leaders of political
parties, churches, labor unions and the press.
Denunciation in the United States
came from every corner of society; government, churches, labor, the press, civic groups.
In various communities, officials instituted
preventive and punitive measures. In New
York City, for example, the Mayor and Chief
of Police designat.ed special officers to deal
with the situation and instructed the Commission on Intergroup Relations to give it
top priority. Some school boards undertook
to examine the ad~uacy of history texts
and teaching methods in interpreting the
Hitler era to high-school students.
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The New York World-Telegram and
Sun warned that "prejudice is a dangerous

infection-easily spread and implanted in
immature or warped minds, and always
ready to flower into ugly violence at the drop
of a cue."
The Chicago Daily News wrote of
the swastika: "This· ancient crooked cross
adopted by the Nazis symbolizes the persecution that led to the deaths of six million
people in the most hideous mass crime in all
history." The editorial concluded: "The outrage and the concern are amply justified.
The germs of the monstrous disease spread
by Adolf Hitler still exist; they must never
be allowed to multiply."
The Bishops of the Administrative
Board of the National Catholic Welfare Conference called on "all citizens, whether Christians or Jews," to protest privately and
publicly against further manifestation of
bigotry, and deplored "any revival of the
anti-Semitic prejudice which in its earlier
man.i festation culminated in such terrible
disaster."

General Perspective

As suggested earlier, it may be useful, in seeking the ca.uses of the recent manifestations, to take note of the insights yielded
by studies of the long history of anti-Semitism. The findings are often contradictory
or inconclusive, as are the results of so many
social studies. But the fact that social phenomena elude the controlled experimentation
and precise analysis to which physical phenomena can be subjected does not detract
from the necessity of pressing the search for
knowledge.
Indeed, the studies of the past, despite
their limitations, have immeas.u rably increased our understanding of the forces that
give rise to prejudice and discrimination.
Future inquiries-and it is hoped that those
conducted by the Subcommission will loom
large among them-will doubtless open up
even broader vistas.
In approaching the problem of antisemitism, one must bear in mind certain
aspects of the history of the Jews which
rendered them vulnerable to prejudice. In
ancient times there was the distinctiveness
of Jewish monotheism. Later came Jewish
resistence to Christian proselytizing. Reli-·
gious antagonisms subjected the Jews to disabilities which isolated them from normal
community life and pursuits; during medieval times they were excluded from land
ownership and from the artisan guilds, and
were forced to seek their livelihood in mercantile, later urban, occupations. With the
rise of modern nationalism, their presence
as a reJigious and ethnic minority in many
lands and their positions as a middle-class
urban group further invited prej udice.

As history has indicated time and
again, anti-Semitism is utilized as a means
of channeling public resentment away from
an oppressive political regime. The pretext
may be that Jews are radicals, hostile to
the social order. After a revolution the new
government may claim that Jews are reactionaries. Thus, the alleged grounds of
anti-Semitism are often contradictory and
irrational.
One must also distinguish among
varying degrees of anti-Jewish discrimination, ranging from private exclusionary
policies to official and total rejection by· the
government, even to the point of genocide.
In the brief exposition which follows,
we shall endeavor to review some of the main
theories of causation within the framework
of historical events but without strict adherence to chronological sequence. It should
be borne in mind that anti-Semitism is cumulative rather than evolutionary, in the sense
that it feeds on earlier sources of nourishment, even those which have lost their initial
rationale. But whatever the cause or motivation, anti-Semitism's most crucial attribute,
and the reason why it is a matter of profound
concern for the world, is its susceptibility to
exploitation as a means of attaining ulterior
political ends, eroding freedom and subverting justice.
THE INFLUENCE OF RELIGION

Most scholars place the beginnings of
anti-Semitism at least as early as 70-135
· A.D., when Christianity, initiall~ a movement
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with close ties to Judaism, changed to a
definitely Gentile movement.
In order to counteract the appeal of
Judaism to the pagan population, as well as
to discourage Jewish converts from reverting
to their original faith, the early Church
Fathers depicted Judaism as a distortion of
true religion, and the Jews as rebels against
God, guilty of desecrating the host, committing ritual murder and perpetrating other
alleged misdeeds.
At the same time, a Jewish stereotype
was created in Christian art and literature.
Distorted figures of the Jew were emblazoned
on medieval frescoes, E!tained-glass windows,
monuments and memorials; on illustrated
Bibles, psalters and prayer books.
Today the divisive impact of certain
Christian textbooks and lesson materials, including the treatment of the crucifixion.story,
is widely acknowledged by high authorities
of Protestant and Catholic churches in the
United States. A number of. studies of the
texts used in religious education have been
undertaken by Protestant and Catholic
scholars with a view to eliminating inaccurate and prejudicial material. A far-reaching and revealing survey along the8e lines
was recently conducted by the Yale Divinity
School at the initiation of the American Jewish Committee. The findings are contained in
a scholarly book shortly to be published by
the Yale University Press and entitled, The
Victims and the Oppressors: A Depth Analysis of the Protestant Images of Their Own
and Other GrQ'UpS in Situations of Conflict,
Deprivation and Persecution, As They Appear in Religious Education Materials.

Comparable studies of Catholic paromaterials are now being conducted at St. Louis University, a leading
Jesuit institution in America.
The Yale study indicates that prejudice is not inherent in the core of religious
doctrine; it stems -mainly from cultural and
historical encrust.ations which have been
superimposed upon theological concepts. Invidious stereotypes reflect these superimposed teachings rather .than the basic precepts of Christianity.
chial~chool
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As will be noted later, many of the
"religious" themes of anti-Semitism, which
enli.ghtened Cliri:stian denominations have
long since repudiated, were appropriated by
nazism. Present-day neo-Nazi propaganda
seeks to conceal its amoral, racist materialism behind a desire to defend "Christian
civilization" against the "alien Jew'' bent
on subjugating the world. Quotations to this
effect can be culled by the thousands from
current neo-Nazi literature.
ECONOMIC FACTORS

As might be expected, hostility to
Jews has usually been most severe in times
of economic stress, when competition for
scarce opportunities led the dominant elements of the population to turn against
vulnerable minorities, or when the entry of
immigrants was thought to pose a threat of
economic competition.
Under the Church's domination of
feudal society a.nd its guilds during the
Middle Ages, Jews became peddlers, tradesmen and middlemen. Those with capital became moneylenders and then bankers. But
when Christians likewise entered these occupations, competition intensified anti-Semitism.
By the end of the Middle Ages, economic displacement had caused physical displacement; the Jews were forced out of
England, France and many parts of Ger-

many, and were pushed eastward. In the
course of centuries they were constantly
displaced from economic positions they bad
largely pioneered.
The industrial revolution brought
with it a vast migration from the village
to the city and a corresponding shift from
rural to urban occupations. Long excluded
from land ownership, the Jews had preceded
the non-Jewish population into mercantile
and other urban pursuits. As the non-Jewish population pressed increasingly into
these fields, they sought _tQ bar the Jews by
restrictive measures.
In modern times, Poland afforded a
classic example of economic strangulation
as a weapon of anti-Semitism. With ·that

country's gradual urba~zation and industrialization, Christians aspiring to higher
economic status found Jews already engaged
in the middle-class occupations----small business and industry, and the professions. At the
start of the 20th century, when theories of
racial superiority came into fashion, the
concept of the Jews as "aliens" gained wide
currency, intensifying nationalism and justifying the economic persecution of Jews.
The Government's u~emitting campaign to
drive the Jews out of the Polish economy
subjected millions to crushing poverty and
brought about a vast Jewish emigration.
NATIONAUSM AND
POLITICAL POWER DRIVES

In the view of many scholars; modern
anti-Semitism has been intertwined with the
growth of chauvinist nationalism in countries
of Eastern and Central Europe, where nationhood was attained with greater tension
and difficulty, and on a less secure basis than
in Western Europe an~ North America. In
Germany, Poland, Hungary and Romania,
anti-Semitism was used to achieve or retain
political power.
One of the most penetrating analyses
of political anti-Semitism is contained in
Paul Massing's Rehearsal, for Destruction,
published in 1949 as. part of the five-volume
Studies in Prejudice sponsored by the American Jewish Committee.
In tracing the social and political history of Germany in the era of Bismarck and
the Kaisers, Massing's study substantiates
that German anti-Semitism was historically
rooted neither in the characteristics or activities of the Jews, nor in widespread popular sentiment. Rather, racist feelings were
cynicaHy incited and manipulated by those·
who perceived the explosive potential of
prejudice as a political weapon, and who
finally succeeded in conditioning important
sectors of the German people-political parties, religious and professional organizations,
and the whole cultural fabric of the country
-to blind acceptance of anti-Semitism, thus
laying the foundation for the drastic consequences of the Hitler regime.

The Dreyfus Affair in France, just
after the turn of the 2oth century, is a
classic pre-Nazi example of the deliberate use
of anti-Semitism in the struggle for political
power. Even after the innocence of the accused Dreyfus was generally acknowledged,
a coalition of the army officer class, heirs
of the old aristQcracy and elements of the
Catholic clergy contillued to use the antiSemitic dynamism of th~ case to undermine
the French Republic.
In czarist R µssia, only brief interludes afforded some respite from successive
and increasingly violent waves of antisemitism. The 18th century closed with the
establishment of the Pale of Settlement, ex.,
eluding Jews from living in major Russian
cities and certain Russian provinces. The
19th century closed with a series of bloody
pogroms and an accretion of anti-Jewish
legislation surpassed only by the '.Nuremberg laws. This policy was deliberately
planned and systematically carried out by the
organs of the czarist government and the.
~ussian Orthodox Church to divert popular
discontent.
With the third and final partition of
Poland, Russia had become rule.r over a large
Jewish population. The Government justified
the brutal pogroms of the 1880's and 18~0's
as the people's only protection against exploitation by the Jews. Decades of government-sanctioned lawlessness against Jews·
and incessant propaganda depicting them
as enemies of the Russian people created
what seemed an almost ingrained popular
urge toward anti-Semitism.
After the Revolution, the Communists
passed a law banning anti-Semitism, but
their pledge that it would disappear was
not fulfilled. Not only did the Soviet Government fail to reeducate the Russian people
in this regard ; it exacerbated those antiJ ewish feelings which were the czarist heritage lby means of official policies. Jews
continued to be exploited as convenient
scapegoats in order to deflect popular discontent.
During the purge of 1936-1939, many
leading Soviet · figures of Jewish origin
were exterminated. In addition, anti-Jewish
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propaganda was encouraged, and the elimination of Jews from many branches of the
public service beg.an.
In the fall of 1948, a new anti-Jewish
drive was promoted by the Kremlin. Launched
as a crusade against Zionism, it broadened
into an attack oii Jews as Jews; They were
accused of both ''bourgeois nationalism" and
"cosmopolitanism." After January 1953,
when the Soviet. authorities announced the
arrests and confessions of prominent physicians, including Jews, who were accused of
having murdered or attempted to murder
government leaders, an official campaign of
anti-Jewish terror raged throughout the
country.
·
In April 1953, after Stalin's death, the
Kremlin admitted that the "doctors' plot"
was a frameup and that the anti-Semitic
agitation had been instigated by the Government itself. After Khrushchev denounced
Stalin before the 20th Party Congress, the
Soviet authorities permitted some liberalization of policies towards Jews. But discrimination against them as a special group continued.
Today there is clear evidence that the
Jews and the Jewish religion continue to
suffer 4isabilities in the Soviet Union, to an
even greater extent than other religious
groups. Observing Jews cannot easily procure supplies needed for religious worship,
nor enjoy access to buildings for use as
synagogues. They have inadequate means for
training rabbis and communal officials, and
are not permitteq to form national organizations as are other religious groups. The
printing of Hebrew Bibles is forbidden. Further, though the Jews are deemed a nationality, a status .clearly accepted by those
2,268,000 who voluntarily .declared themselves to be Jews in the January 1959 census,
and though some 472,000 give Yiddish as
their native language, they are denied the
linguistic rights of all other nationalities in
the Soviet Union..
Examination of a representative collection of anti-Jewish feuilletons which have
been appearing in the Soviet press (a Government and Party monopoly) indicates that
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Jews, especially religious Jews, are pictured
as anti-social ; their religious assemblies are
represented as conspiracies; and Judaism
generally is identified as counter-revolutionary and unpatriotic.
The inclination of the Soviet press
in recent years to publish articles of this
nature bas created a hostile climate conducive to violent anti-Semitic outbreaks.
A resolution adopted by the Central
Committee of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union on November 10, 1954, and
published in Pravda on the following day,
states:
The Party . . . always considered it
essential carefully to avoid offending the
religious feeling8 of believers . . . It must
not be forgotten that there are citizens
who, though actively participating in the
country's life and faithfully fulfilling their
civic duty, still remain under the influence
of various religious beliefs. Toward them
the Party has always, and will always, demand a tactful, considerate attitude. It is
especially stupid to put these or other Soviet
citizens under political suspicion because of
their religious convictions.

This warning was echoed as recently
as August 21, 1959, in Pravda. But these
standards are evidently not applied to Jews
and Judaism.
CULTURAL FACTORS

AND RACIST IDEOLOGIES

Historians have pointed to cultural
factors in the development of anti-Semitism, ·
such as the influence of German romanticists
of the 19th century-Wagner, with his repudiation of reason and his vague, sentimental Teutonism, and the historians and
poets who joined in idealizing the Germanic
folk past and in extolling the mission of the
"German-Aryan race."
A pseudo-scientific base for this type
of anti-Semitism was provided around the
middle of the 19th century by a Frenchman,
Count Joseph Arthur de Gobineau. In his
Essay on the Inequality of the Human Races,
Gobineau sought to prove that only the white
race was civilized; that the "Aryan" was
the superior division of the white race; and

that the Germanic was .the most creative
branch of the Aryan.
Some scholars went even beyond the
uncritical racist speculations of Gobineau
and, by spurious linguistic analysis, discovered certain inherent qualities in the different races. Thus, Ernest Renan, in his
History of the Semitic Languages (1855),
contended that "science and 'philosophy were
almost foreign to the Semites" and "the
Semitic race, compared to the Indo-European, represents in reality an inferior conception of human nature."
Germany's rise to a first-class power
after the Franco-Prussian War stimulated
further pseudo-scientific works designed to
prove the superiority of the Germans. Most
imposing of these was The FoundatU>ns <?I
the 19th Century, by Houston-Stewart
Chamberlain, British son-in-law of Richard
Wagner. Published in 1900, it was one of the
chief inspirations of the Nazi racist dogma.
Hitler's Mein Kampf drew heavily on Chamberlain's work. Also influential in giving
anti-Semitic theories respectability among
students and educated classes in Germany
and other countries in the latter decades of
the 19th century were philosopher Eugen
Duhring and historian Heinrich Treitschke.
Hitler changed the dimension of antiSemitism. Translating theory into practice,
he carried racist propositions to their nightmarish conclusfons. The nonsense of racial
soul, blood and "Volk'' was embodied in law
and action. The Nuremberg laws of 1935,
forbidding marriage and sexual relations between Germans and Jews "for the protection
of the German blood and honor," laid the
basis for mass murder, which came to be
known euphemistically as the "final solution
of the Jewish problem."
German scholarship was organized to
"prove" Nazi theories of German racial
superiority. Professors were set to work in
libraries and research institutes specially
devoted to the "solution of the Jewish problem.''
Nazi racial anti-Semitism was an integral part of the Nazi program for world
conquest and the destruction of Western

civilization. A German Foreign Office circular of January 1939 was quite explicit :
It is certainly no coincidence that the
fateful year 1938 has brought nearer the
solution of the Jewish question simultaneously with the realization of the idea
of Greater Germany, since the Jewish
policy was both the basis and consequence
of the events of the year 1938.

In the course of the war, as the Nazis
succeeded in dominating the European continent, they were able to work toward their
ultimate goal of genocide. Historians, geopoliticians and biologists gave way to the
engineers, chemists and doctors who established and ran the ghettos, the death camps
and the gas chambers. The SS, the SD, the
German Army and special police groups were
drawn into active participation. The murder
of the Jews was a goal that went hand in
hand With winning the war.
During the war, SS head Himmler addressed a meeting of SS .group leaders :
I also want to talk to you quite frankly
on a very grave matter . . . I mean the
clearing out of the Jews, the extermination
of the Jewish race . . . . This is a page of
glory in our history.

World War II cost an estimated 20
million lives-6 million of them Jews; over
a trillion dollars in armaments, and property
damage of over $230 billion. On September
30, 1946, the leaders of the Nazi Government were found guilty by the International
Military Tribunal of three kinds of crimes:
crimes against peace, war crimes and crimes
.against humanity. The horrors of World War
II and its unprecedented losses in life and
property were the work of nazism, which
was based on anti-Semitic theories of racial
purity.
SOCIAL PREJUDICE

In continental Europe, anti-Semitism
has tended to assume political and ideological forms, to become a formal plank in programs of political movements and to be dignified by treatment in pseudo-scientific dissertations. Except for a few fringe elements,
this has not been true of the United States.
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The modern European brand of political anti-Semitism has never taken root in
American soil. Anti-Jewish discrimination
in certain nelds of employment, which was
prevalent particularly during periods of economic depression, has markedly diminished
in recent years.
Prejudice encountered by Jews in
America today is mainly expressed in various forms of social discrimination-exclusion from some vacation resorts and
residential neighborhoods; from certain
college fraternities; from a few purely
private social institutions, such as city and
country clubs; and from a few private
educational institutions of higher learning.
Never have such practices been sanctioned
by the United States Government. Some
have persisted more out of habit or custom
than because of bigotry. Some are due to
competition for status and prestige--to
climb the social ladder, to be one of the
select group, one must exclude others.
Yet social discrimination is by no
means harmless. In fact, it is central to the
problem of anti-Semitism, producing harmful results which go far beyond personal
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affronts and embarrassment. It implies the
inferiority and undesirability of an entire
group. It justifies the freezing of ethnic,
religious or racial groups into a "caste" system. By rendering judgment on the basis of
group. identity, rather than individual merit
and ability, it perpetuates the infection of
bigotry and silently authorizes discriminatory practices in fields other than social.
In practical effect, those barred from
approved social circles because of bigotry
are often not considered eligible--regardless
of their personal qualifications and attainments-for certain types of employment as
well, notably the higher managerial and
policy-forming echelons of large corpora:
tions which are increasingly the pivotal centers of American business and industry.
While it is most important to distinguish between social and political antiSemitism, it is also essential to recognize
that social anti-Semitism can be a symptom
of dangerous hostility, temporarily suppressed or modified to fit the temper of the
time, but nevertheless potentially explosive.
If unchallenged, it may create an atmosphere
in which anti-Semitism can be utilized as a
political tactic.

The Contributions of Social Science

Attempts to apply scienti.fic methods
to studying anti-Semitism and other forms
of prejudice are a relatively recent develoPment. Though research in this field is still
pioneering and experimental, and many of
the findings are tentative, it has already
yielded insights of great value concerning
the nature of prejudice, it.s manifold causes
and consequences, and methods of reducing
or preventing it.
The fruits of a concerted effort on the
part of social scientists are contained in the
Studies in Prejudice undertaken as part of
a long.range research program outlined by
American scholars · of various backgrounds
and disciplines who were convened by the
American Jewish Committee in 1944.' The
foreword of the Stud~s, published in 1949,
is still timely :
At this moment in world history anti·semitism is not manifesting itself with
the full and violent destructiveness of
which we know it to be capable. Even a
social disease bas its periods of quiescence
during which the social scientist, like the
biologist or the physician, can study it in
the search for more effective ways to prevent or reduce the virulence of the next
outbreak.
Today the world scarcely remembers the
111ecbanized persecution and extermination
of millions of human beings only a short
span of years away in what was once regarded as the citadel of Western civilization. Yet the conscience of many men was
aroused. How could it be, they asked each
other, that in a culture of law, order and
reason, there should have survived the irrational remnants of ancient racial and
religious hatreds? How could they explain
the willingness of great masses of peopie to
tolerate the mass extermination of their

fellow citizens? What tissues in the life of
our ~odern socjety remain ca.ncerous, and
despite our assumed enlightenment show
the incongruous atavism of ancient pe<r
ples? And what within the individual organism responds to certain stimuli ·in our
culture wi~h attitudes and acts of destructive aggression ?

The ~nswers to these questions are
crucial to the future of all human rights.
We venture to indicate in broad terms
some of the basic approaches of social science
to the causes and motivations of anti.Semitism and similar forms of bigotry.
The problem of prejudice has been approached both from the viewpoint of studying the individual qua individual, as well as
studying the group and its influence on.the
attitudes and habits of the individual. Increasingly, scholars are stressing the interdependence and interaction between the in·
dividual and the group. The individual lives
in a society which has formed certain patterns of intergroup prejudices. In most cultures, there are patterns both sa.nctioning
,and discouraging egalitarian attitudes. Both
patterns are transmitted by parents, the
school, the church and other influences to
which the child is exposed.
Prejudicial attitudes and discriminatory behavior patterns will be assumed more
readily if certain personality traits are present. Known in their totality as the "authoritarian personality," these include compulsive
conformism, unconscious inferiority feelings
springing from a sense of inadequacy, poor
insight into self and the projection of one's.
own undesired traitS onto others. Also important are strong devotion to certain per-
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sons and values on "the verbal level, combined
with strong hostilities on the unconscious
level.
It has fu:rther been suggested that
prejudice is a form of rebellion against certain values in the surrounding culture which
people unconsciously fear and hate, but
which they dare not consciously reject.
But prejudice does not serve only as
an outlet for internal personality conflicts.
It also may be an outlet for frustrations and
grievances arising from difficult economic
conditions, governmental abuses or other national problems. In such circumstances,· persons susceptible to prejudice often fall prey
to manipulators who seek to .advance· their
o·w n selfish economic or political interests.
Not only are people misled into· blalning
social evils ·on scapegoats; they also · come
to hold an unwarranted sense of status superiority over the victimized minority group.
Psychological studies have also convincingly. demonstrated that prejudiced peo-
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pie dislike more than one group at a time
-they hate and fear many different kinds
of people.
Many of the conditions that characterize present-day society-rapid change, social
tensions and pervasive anxiety-are regarded as conducive to group hostility. The
modern depersonalized community renders
it difficult for individuals and groups to solve
common problems or feel themselves part
of a larger cohesive community, thus provoking a sense of defeat and cynicism, and encouraging scapegoating.
Preventive action in relation to antiSemitism and other forms of prejudice need
not, indeed cannot; await conclusive validation of these·or other theories of cause and
effect. The crippling consequences of the
social disease we call prejudice are by now
axiomatic in all civilized society; and measures should be taken to deal with it, even· as
we continue to probe into its nature.

Counteraction and . Problems for Exploration

This curso:cy examinatiOn of the roots
of anti-Semitism in. religion, economics, culture, social and political ci>nfiict, and petsonalicy indicates the complexity of the subject
we are dealing with and. its urgency from
the standpoint of safegtiarding human rights
. and international peace.
In a broad serise, most of the studies
already projected by the Subcommission impinge upon this subject. The several studies
. conducted or projected, concerning discrimination in education, employment, religious
rights, political rights, emigratfon and travel,
have in view remedial ·.recommendations
along many lines. With implementation of
these recommendations, the reduction of discrimination and prejudice, including . antiSernitism, would be a natural consequence.
The two Conferences of Non-Governmental Organizations Interested in the Eradication of Prejudice and·Discrimination, held
in 1955 and 1959, also were concerned with
remedies. The report of the 1959 Conference
is on the agenda of .the forthcoming Subcommission session (January 1961).
Of particular·impo$nce to the problem of counteraction is the question of th~
extent to which legal. sanctions can be invoked by a nation against anti-Semitic or
similar manifestations· .within its jurisdiction. The answer to this question depends ·on
two factors : 1) the form which the manifestations assume; and 2) the basic legal
premises of the country.
If anti-Semitic conduct consists of
physical attacks on persons, or defacement
or injury to property, the conventional criminal statutes of all nations would apply to

the oft'ense-provide4 only that the ·culprit
pe .apprehended, tried and convicted. ·
On the. other hand, if anti-Semitic
conduct takes the form of offensive speech,
printed propaganda or assembly, prohibition
or punis~ent ·o f such conduct· in each nation will, depend upon the status of constitutional. guarantees of freedom of speech,
press and assembly.. In countries where such
conduct is constitutionally exempt from legal
restraint, it ~Y be.necessary to delay legaJ
attempts. to interfere with the anti-SemitiC
and similar manifestations until they bring
about a br~ch of some law within the power
of the state to enact and enforce, such as
incitement .to riot, conspiracy to · commit
crimes, or .actual injury to persons or damage to property.. In other natiOns, where
speech; , press and assembly are not constitutionally. protected against governmental
regulation, it may be possible to draft criminal statutes to proscribe . such manifestations which take the form of offensive
speech, press or assembly.
Each sovereign nation necessarily
must evaluate, in light of its own history,
traditions and basic legal principles, whether
the threat to national welfare or security is
great enough and imminent enough to warrant imposition of legal restrictions which
limit full freedom of expression·,
In our view, one of the main constructive results that could emerge from the
present inquiry would be a report on the
measures adopted and programs currently
conducted by governments of the Member
States of the United Nations, for the purpose of eradicating anti-Semitism and other
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forms of prejudice and discrimination. Such
a report would analyze the extent to which
the penal statutes of Member States proscribe anti-Semitic or similar manifestations which involve physical attacks on
persons or property, as well as those involving offensive oral or written propaganda, assembly or conspiracy. It would eon- ·
sider regulatory and educational meastlre.s
adopted by Member States and their political
subdivisions to counteract prejudice and
discrimination. A number of the states in
the United States, for example, have established special commissions to deal with such
problems. Others have directed exi.sti'ng
agencies of government to develop and promote positive programs to improve intergroup relations.
The report also would deal with the
ways whereby the home, school and church,
which are in a key position to in.ftuence the
flexible minds of the young, are fostering
wholesome, outgoing and unprejudiced a~
titudes essential to the individual's mental
health, as well as to the well-being of the
community. The influence of private citizens
through their voluntary organizations might
also be examined.
Second, the Subcommission should
undertake a thorough survey of neo-Nazi
and anti-Semitic organizations throughout
the world, including specific information
about the nature of each group, its membership, ideology, literature and activities, and
an assessment of its influence. Knowledge
about these groups and their interrelations
would facilitate counteraction. Particular
emphasis should be given to the use of antisemitism for political ends.
Third, there are major problems directly connected with outbreaks of bigotry
that need further exploration. For example,
more needs to be learned about the social and
psychological factors, including culture con-
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flicts, that result in hostile action against
particular groups. The correlation between
anti-Semitic attitudes and hostile attitudes
toward other groups-racial, religious, ethnic-needs further exploration; likewise
the correlation between group prejudices and
hostile attitudes toward democratic ideas,
. movements and institutions generally, including the UN itself.
The degree to which news coverage
by the mass media provokes imitative behavior needs to be studied.
In exploring these and other problems,
the Subcommission would doubtless find it
desirable to solicit the views of UN bodies
and specialized agencies concerned with related problems, notably UNESCO. The guidance of the Social Commission might be enlisted in studying bow juvenile delinquency
translates itself into hostile action against
Jews or other racial or religious groups.
We hope that our Government will
consider the views and data submitted in
this preliminary statement of sufficient merit
to warrant the attention of the Subcommission. We trust our representatives will also
express our appreciation of the Subcommission's initiative in conceiving this most significant inquiry. As the inquiry proceeds,
and as opportunity is afforded to non-governmental organizations desiring to be helpful,
we hope we may be able to submit additional
information and views.
Together with other American organizations, we see in the United Nations
one of the key instruments available to modern man for achieving in all countries the
goal of equal l'.espect among fellow human
beings, regardless of religion or race. We
believe the present undertaking to be one
of the most telling ways of fulfilling the
UN's commitment to the protection of human
rights as the cornerstone of peace.

